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1. Introduction
Since Zadeh introduced interval-valued fuzzy sets [74,75] (i.e., a fuzzy set
with an interval-valued membership function) many authors have used them in
dierent fields of science; for example Sambuc [52] in medical diagnosis
in thyroidian pathology, Gorzalczany [29] in Approximate reasoning, Turksen
in Interval-valued logic, etc., these works and others [2,15,45] show the im-
portance of these sets.
In this paper we propose an expression for measuring the degree of truth of
the proposition ‘A is a subset of B’, with interval-valued fuzzy sets A and B
on the same referential X. From this expression we present in the first place, a
similarity measure between interval-valued fuzzy sets, and in the second, an
algorithm that allows us to obtain the conclusion of the generalized modus
ponens and a system of rules in the following way:
If x is A1 then y is B1
If x is A2 then y is B2
..
.
If x is Am then y is Bm
x is A0
y is B0
when working in both cases with interval-valued fuzzy sets.
The same as Sinha and Dougherty did for fuzzy sets, we begin the paper
presenting the axioms that we believe every indicator of the grade of inclusion
of a fuzzy set in another fuzzy set that is also interval-valued fuzzy must satisfy.
Then, based on the works of these authors [53–55] and of De Baetes and Kerre
[17,67], we propose an expression for such indicator, which does not coincide
exactly with the one proposed by these authors for the following reasons:
1. we work with interval-valued fuzzy sets;
2. we are not going to apply the inclusion grade indicator to fuzzy mathemat-
ical morphology as Sinha and Dougherty do, so our indicator is not obligat-
ed to satisfy certain axioms that these authors impose;
3. our expression of the grade of inclusion must satisfy some specific axioms
that are imposed by the use of such indicator in the method of inference
in approximate reasoning based on interval-valued sets that we will present
in the last sections of the paper.
Among the objectives of this paper we can point out two:
(a) To justify, as concisely as possible, the dierent axioms that the indicators
of the grade of inclusion for interval-valued fuzzy sets must satisfy. This
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objective has lead us on the one hand to study a similarity measure between
interval-valued fuzzy sets and on the other, to study a method of inference in
approximate reasoning based on these sets, the inclusion grade indicator,
and on the similarity measure defined from them.
(b) To present some applications of the inclusion grade indicators for inter-
val-valued fuzzy sets. In this sense we first study the above-mentioned meth-
od of inference and secondly, we analyze the way of using the indicator as an
element which decides the starting o of one method or another.
We have organized the paper in the following way:
In the preliminaries we recall the definitions of fuzzy complements, t-norms,
t-conorms, and interval-valued fuzzy sets, along with the properties of these
concepts that we will use in this paper. In this section we also present a geo-
metric interpretation of interval-valued fuzzy sets.
We then establish the axioms that the indicators of the grade of inclusion
for interval-valued fuzzy sets must verify, always justifying the choice of axi-
oms, although some of them will stand fully justified in the sections dedicated
to the achievement of the generalized modus ponens conclusion (Sections 5
and 7).
Afterwards, we take an expression for such indicator and we study its main
properties, (first for fuzzy sets and then for interval-valued fuzzy sets). In this
section we also justify the choice of this expression.
Subsequently, we present an expression for the similarity measure between
interval-valued fuzzy sets in accordance with the inclusion grade indicator
previously defined and we study its properties.
Next we propose a method for inference in approximate reasoning based on
interval-valued fuzzy sets, the inclusion grade indicator and in the similarity
measure.
In Section 8 we compare the results obtained with the algorithm when
working with the inclusion grade indicator, and the results obtained when
working with the similarity measure, in both cases the results are also com-
pared with the ones obtained through Gorzalczany’s [29] indicator. Lastly, we
generalize the algorithms in terms of any t-norm and any t-conorm. It is im-
portant to point out that the algorithm studied allows us to justify some of the
axioms required of the inclusion grade indicator when we work with interval-
valued fuzzy sets.
Finally, in Section 9 we present an alternative to the method of infer-
ence studied in the previous sections, such alternative allows us to resolve
some of the problems with this method. It is precisely in this section where
we use the indicator of the grade of inclusion for interval-valued fuzzy sets
as an element that selects the execution of one method of inference or an-
other.
Due to the length of some of the proofs of the theorems, corollaries, and
propositions, these proofs can be found in Appendix A.
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2. Preliminaries
The desire to describe the axioms that must characterize the inclusion grade
indicator for interval-valued fuzzy sets, as well as the study of the main
properties of these indicators, leads us to recall in this section the definitions of
fuzzy complement, triangular norm, triangular conorm in [0,1], (taking into
account that as non-classical connectives, they do not satisfy the boolean
standard identities), and the concept of interval-valued fuzzy set. We will also
point out the properties that we will later use of each of these concepts.
2.1. Definitions
Let c : 0; 1 ! 0; 1. c is a fuzzy complement i:
(i) c0  1 and c1  0,
(ii) cx6 cy if x P y (monotonicity).
A fuzzy complement is strict i:
(iii) cx is continuous,
(iv) cx < cy for x > y for all x; y 2 0; 1.
A strict fuzzy complement is involutive i:
(v) ccx  x for all x 2 0; 1.
We know that cx  1ÿ x is the classical fuzzy complement. One class of
involutive fuzzy complements is Sugeno’s class [58,59] defined by
ckx  1ÿ x=1 kx; where k > ÿ1: Another example of a class of inv-
olutive fuzzy complements is defined by cwx  1ÿ aw1=w; where 0 < w, let
us refer to it as Yager’s class [72,73] of fuzzy complements.
Dierent approaches to the study of fuzzy complements were used by
Lowen [38], Esteva et al. [22], and Ovchinnikov [43,44], Higashi and Klir [32],
Yager investigated fuzzy complements for the purpose of developing useful
measures of fuzzyness [72,73].
Trillas [60,61] proved that it is possible to represent all involutive and strict
fuzzy complement c : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 in the following way: cx  gÿ11ÿ gx,
being g : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 an increasing bijection, such that g0  0 and g1  1.
Note that in the conditions above: gcx  1ÿ gx.
We will use this result hereinafter. From now on we will always take the
following functions:
g : 0; 1 ! 0; 1
continuous and strictly increasing such that g0  0 and g1  1.
We will call t-norm in [0,1] every mapping
T : 0; 1  0; 1 ! 0; 1
satisfying the properties:
(i) boundary conditions, T x; 1  x for all x 2 0; 1,
(ii) monotony, T x; y6 T z; u if x6 z and y6 u,
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(iii) commutative, T x; y  T y; x 8x; y 2 0; 1,
(iv) associative, T T x; y; z  T x; T y; z for all x; y; z 2 0; 1.
We will call t-conorm in [0,1] every mapping
S : 0; 1  0; 1 ! 0; 1
satisfying the properties:
(i) boundary conditions, Sx; 0  x for all x 2 0; 1,
(ii) monotony, Sx; y6 Sz; u if x6 z and y6 u,
(iii) commutative, Sx; y  Sy; x8x; y 2 0; 1,
(iv) associative, SSx; y; z  Sx; Sy; z for all x; y; z 2 0; 1.
We say that a t-norm T and a t-conorm S are dual with respect to a fuzzy
complement c i cT a; b  Sca; cb and cSa; b  T ca; cb:
Let the triple hT ; S; ci denote that T and S are dual with respect to c. Besides
we know that h^;_; ci is dual with respect to any fuzzy complement c, being
_  max and ^  min.
The most important properties of t-norms and t-conorms can be found in
[1,7,18,27,28,30,31,35,36,50,69].
In this paper, unless it is indicated otherwise, we will designate the t-norms
and t-conorms en general with the Greek letters a, b and k.
The triangular norms and conorms are binary operations [34,39,44,62].
However, their successive application allows them to be considered as n-ary
operations using the inductive expression
a x1; x2; . . . ; xn   a ax1; x2; . . . ; xnÿ1; xn ;
the properties of boundary, monotony, symmetric, and associativity being
valid for these inductive expressions.
Let I be a finite family of indexes and faigi2I , fbigi2I number collections of
[0,1]. For every a t-norm or t-conorm and for every k t-norm or t-conorm
a
i
ai _ biP a
i
ai _ a
i
bi;
k
i
ai ^ bi6 k
i
ai ^ k
i
bi
1
are verified [9].
With this result and with the result given by Fung and Ku [26] relative to the
fact that a is an idempotent t-conorm (idempotent t-norm) if and only if a  _
(a  ^), we get the following theorem.
Theorem 0. Let a; k be not null t-norms or t-conorms. For all faigi2I and fbigi2I
(i) a
i
ai _ bi  a
i
ai _ a
i
bi if and only if a  _,
(ii) k
i
ai ^ bi  k
i
ai ^ k
i
bi if and only if k  ^
hold.
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The proof of this theorem can be found in [11–13].
All these properties will be used in the proofs of the dierent theorems,
corollaries and propositions herein.
2.2. Interval-valued fuzzy sets
Next we recall the notion of interval-valued fuzzy set or U-fuzzy set intro-
duced by Zadeh [74,75] and Sambuc [52]. Such sets are being used at present by
dierent authors, among which we can point out the works of Ponsard [47],
Turksen [63–66] and Gorzalczany [29] on approximate reasoning, these works
will be used in the last section of this paper. We will also recall the most im-
portant properties of these sets. We begin by presenting the notation we are
going to use:
Let D0; 1 be the set of closed subintervals of the interval [0,1]; we will
represent the elements of the set with capital letters M ;N ; . . . It is known that
M  ML;MU , where ML and MU are the lower and the upper extreme re-
spectively. We will call WM  MU ÿML amplitude of the interval M.
Let us represent the interval-ordering on R as 6 , i.e., M 6N
if ML6NL and MU 6NU , This relation is transitive, reflexive and antisym-
metric and expresses that M lies weakly left from N, i.e., for every point x 2 M
there exists a point y 2 N such that y P x. We must point out that in interval-
valued fuzzy set literature there have also been other orders [12,33,47,52],
however, the relation that we present here is the most usual and it is the one
that we will use hereinafter. (Nevertheless, to touch upon this fact, we will
represent the indicator of the grade of inclusion of an interval-valued fuzzy set
in another, when we work with the relation ‘6 ’ as  6 .)
We know that [12] M  N if and only if ML  NL and MU  NU . We will
designate cM  Mc as the complementary of M, that is, cM  cMU ;
cML. Besides [12,33], if a is a t-norm or a t-conorm, then aM ;N 
aML;NL; aMU ;NU  for all M ;N 2 D0; 1.
Let X 6 / be a given set [10,12,47,52,63,70]. An interval-valued fuzzy set in
X is an expression A given by
A  fhx;MAxijx 2 Xg;
where the function
MA : X ! D0; 1
x! MAx  MALx;MAU x
defines the degree of membership of an element x to A. We will represent as
IVFSsX  the set of all interval valued fuzzy sets on the same X. We should insist
on the fact that hereinafter X will be finite and empty, so that CardinalX   n:
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We shall say that an interval-valued fuzzy set A is normal if there is at least
one x 2 X such that MAx  1; 1. We will designate FSsX  as the set of all
fuzzy sets on the same X and P X  is the class of all crisp sets of X.
The following expressions are defined in [10,12,48,49,63] for all A;B 2 IVFSs
1. A6B if and only if MALx6MBLx and MAU x6MBU x 8x 2 X ,
2. B  A if and only if MALx6MBLx and MAU xP MBU x for all x 2 X ,
3. A v B if and only if MAU x6MBLx 8x 2 X ,
4. A  B if and only if MALx  MBLx and MAU x  MBU x 8x 2 X ,
5. Ac  fhx; cMAxijx 2 Xg  fhx; cMAU x; cMALxijx 2 Xg:
Theorem 1 [12]. Let b and a be t-norm and t-conorm respectively, we define
bA;B  fhx; bMALx;MBLx; bMAU x;MBU xijx 2 Xg;
aA;B  fhx; aMALx;MBLx; aMAU x;MBU xijx 2 Xg
for all A;B 2 IVFSs: Then, it is verified that:
(a) If b  ^ and a  _ then fIVFSX ;^;_g is a distributive lattice, which is
bounded, not complemented and satifies Morgan’s laws.
(b) For any b and a (a dual of b), the conmutative, associative properties and
bAc;Bc  aA;Bc; aAc;Bc  bA;Bc are satisfied.
In 1987 Gorzalczany [29] defined the degree of compatibility between two
interval-valued fuzzy sets A and B on the same referential X in the following
way:
The compatibility degree CA;B of an interval-valued fuzzy set A (such that
there is at least one x 2 X with MALx 6 0) with an interval-valued fuzzy set B is
an element of the family D[0,1], where
CA;B  min
max
x2X
fminMALx;MBLxg
max
x2X
MALx ;
max
x2X
fminMAU x;MBU xg
max
x2X
MAU x
0@ 1A24
max
max
x2X
fminMALx;MBLxg
max
x2X
MALx ;
max
x2X
fminMAU x;MBU xg
max
x2X
MAU x
0@ 1A35:
The main properties of the degree of compatibility between two IVFSs are
the following:
(i) for all A 2 IVFSsX ;CA;A  1; 1;
(ii) CA;B  0; 0 if and only if A ^ B  fhx;MA^Bx  0; 0ijx 2 Xg;
(iii) in general CA;B 6 CB;A.
The definition of the degree of compatibility, and above all its property (ii)
will be of great importance in the Section 9 of the paper, dedicated to the use of
the inclusion grade indicator between interval-valued fuzzy sets as an element
that selects one out of the methods existing in the literature for obtaining of the
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conclusion of the generalized modus ponens. Evidently, one of the possible
methods that can be selected is the one developed by Gorzalczany in [29].
2.3. Geometric interpretation
A geometric interpretation of interval-valued fuzzy sets is presented in Fig. 1.
Basically, it is interpreted as follows. Since the lower, the upper extreme and
amplitude of all the intervals are numbers from [0,1], we can imagine a unit
cube with three edges given by these parameters. Since MLx6MU x and
W x  MU x ÿMLx for all x 2 X , the values of the parameters character-
izing an interval-valued fuzzy set can belong to the triangle ACB only. So an
interval-valued fuzzy set is mapped from X into the triangle ACB in that each
element of X corresponds to an element of ACB, as an example, a point
x0 2 ACB corresponding to x 2 X is marked (the values of MLx;MU x;W x).
Fig. 1.
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When W x  0, then MLx  MUx in Fig. 1, this condition is fulfilled only
on the segment CA. Segment CA may by therefore viewed to represent a fuzzy
set.
The orthogonal projection of the triangle ACB gives the representation of an
interval-valued fuzzy set on the plane, on this plane the interior of the triangle
ACB is the area where W > 0.
3. Characterization of the indicator for IVFSs(X )
For fuzzy sets an indicator for fuzzified set inclusion  is defined in such a
way that  A;B measures belief in the proposition A is a subset of B with A
and B as fuzzy sets.
In 1993, Sinha and Dougherty [54] in their paper Fuzzification of Set In-
clusion: Theory and Applications, studied the desirable properties an indicator
should have for fuzzified inclusion when working with fuzzy sets. The authors
proposed a set of axioms that the inclusion grade indicators must satisfy, in-
dicating that many of the indicators that exist in the literature do not satisfy all
of the axioms that they propose.
We shall now present the axioms that in our point of view should charac-
terize every inclusion grade indicator when we work with interval-valued fuzzy
sets. For reasons that we have given in the introduction, these axioms do not
have to coincide with the ones established by Sinha and Dougherty in [53–55]
for fuzzy sets.
For each A;B 2 IVFSsX , we will represent as  A;B the inclusion grade
indicator of set A in set B.
The first problem we approach regarding the shape that the inclusion grade
indicator should have when we work with interval-valued fuzzy sets is that this
indicator must be a number of [0,1], or a pair of numbers of 0; 1  0; 1 or an
element of D0; 1.
Since the relation ‘6 ’ for IVFSs is always defined comparing pairs of ex-
tremes, it seems logical to rule out the idea that the inclusion grade is only one
number. As for the alternative of it being an element of the set
fhx1; x2 2 0; 1  0; 1ijx1; x2 2 0; 1g, on the one hand it has the advantage
that each of the elements of the pair will give us specific information about the
extremes that we analyze in each case, however, it has the disadvantage that
because it is not an interval we cannot use the indicator in Gorzalczany’s [29]
method of approximate reasoning based on IVFSs instead of the compatibility
measure between IVFSs. This argument has led us to establish the following
axiom.
Axiom 1.  A;B 2 D0; 1, that is,  A;B   LA;B; U A;B 2 D0; 1:
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Due to this axiom the inclusion grade indicator for IVFSs will hereinafter be
called interval-valued indicator of the grade of inclusion for interval-valued fuzzy
sets.
In the Sections 5 and 7 we find other arguments that also justify this axiom.
The two following axioms respond to the desire that if A and B are crisp
sets, then  A;B 2 f0; 1g.
Axiom 2.  A;B  1; 1 if and only if A6B.
A consequence of this axiom is that if
A  fhx; MALx;MAU x  0; 0ijx 2 Xg
then for any interval-valued fuzzy set B 2 IVFSsX ,  A;B  1; 1. On the
other hand if B  fhx; MBLx;MBU x  0; 0ijx 2 Xg, then for any
A 2 IVFSsX ,  A;B represents the degree to which A can be classified as the
null set.
Axiom 3.  A;B  0; 0 if and only if the set
fxjMALx;MAU x  1; 1 and MBLx;MBU x  0; 0g 6 ;
being x an any element in X.
Note that Axiom 3 is stronger than the one required by Dubois and Prade in
[19] and De Baets and Kerre in [17,67] for fuzzy sets.
In all that we have seen up to now the indicator of the grade of inclusion of
an interval-valued fuzzy set in another is characterized by an element in D[0,1],
that is, by and interval. On the other hand, it is known [12] that
FSsX   IVFSsX , that is, the fuzzy sets on a referential X are a particular case
of the interval-valued fuzzy sets on the same referential, for when for all x 2 X ,
the degree of membership to the set is characterized by an interval with am-
plitude 0, that is, MLx  MUx, the set considered is fuzzy. Besides, taking
into account that many of the indicators of the grade of inclusion of an in-
terval-valued fuzzy set in another are characterized by a single number, it seems
logical to establish the following axiom.
Axiom 4. If A and B are fuzzy sets on the same referential X, then
 LA;B  U A;B.
We know that for
A  fhx; MALx;MAU xijx 2 Xg;
B  fhx; MBLx;MBU xijx 2 Xg;
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the relation A6B i MALx6MBLx and MAU x6MBU x is transitive, re-
flexive and antisymmetric. Besides, if MALx6MBLx and MAU x6MBU x,
then cMALxP cMBLx and cMAU xP cMBU x where c is a fuzzy
complement, since Ac  fhx; cMAU x; cMALxijx 2 Xg and Bc  fhx;
cMBU x; cMBLxijx 2 Xg, we have that if A6B, then Ac P Bc, where Ac
and Bc are obtained, on the one hand, from complementing the extremes of the
interval, and on the other from changing the order, that is, we take as lower
extremes cMAU x and cMBU x and as upper extremes cMALx and
cMBLx. For this reason we consider that  should preserve the relationship
between complement set inclusion and the change in extreme, that is, it must
verify the following axiom.
Axiom 5.  A;B   Bc;Ac:
The origin of both of the following axioms is the transitivity of set inclusion
in Zadeh’s sense.
Axiom 6. If B6C, then  A;B6 A;C.
Axiom 7. If B6C, then  C;A6 B;A.
We know that if A  B or A  C, then A  B [ C, however A can be a subset
of B [ C without being a subset of either B or C, this fact lead Sinha and
Dougherty [54] to establish the following axiom.
Axiom 8.  A;B _ CP _  A;B;  A;C , that is,
 LA;B _ CP _  LA;B;  LA;C ;
U A;B _ CP _ U A;B; U A;C :

With crisp sets if B  A and C  A, then B \ C  A, however the reciprocal
is not necessarily true, this fact leads us to establish the following axiom.
Axiom 9.  B ^ C;AP _  B;A;  C;A , that is,
 LB ^ C;AP _  LB;A;  LC;A ;
U B ^ C;AP _ U B;A; U C;A :

As we said before, there are authors who impose certain axioms that do not
coincide with any of the nine presented above on the inclusion grade indicators
of a fuzzy set in another also fuzzy set. For example:
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1. Baets [16] demands another axiom, it is probably the most controversial, re-
quires the transitivity of the inclusion, and is inspired by the property A6B
and B6C, then A6C valid for crisp subsets A;B and C of X;
2. Sinha and Dougherty impose three additional axioms when they work in
Fuzzy Mathematical Morphology. Taking into account that these authors
work with fuzzy sets, the first two additional axioms that they impose will
read for interval-valued fuzzy sets as follows:
 B _ C;A  ^  LB;A;  LC;A ;^ UB;A; U C;A  ; 2
 A;B ^ C  ^  LA;B;  LA;C ;^ UA;B; U A;C  : 3
The third axiom that they add is based on the fact that for crisp sets, the
inclusion is invariant under the reflection (lÿAx  lAÿx).
In this paper we generally maintain the nine axioms mentioned above and as
Sinha and Dougherty say it will be the specific applications (Fuzzy Mathe-
matical Morphology, Approximate Reasoning, . . ., etc.) to which the expression
of the inclusion grade indicator is destined that will determine the axioms to be
satisfied by this indicator.
We must point out that the axioms that we impose generally coincide with
the most common existing in the literature, and prove to be very useful for the
algorithm that we present in the last sections of the paper dedicated to infer-
ence in approximate reasoning with interval-valued fuzzy sets. We will later see
that such algorithm will fully justify the demand for Axiom 1.
4. Interval-valued inclusion grade indicator
In order to justify the expression of the interval-valued inclusion grade in-
dicator that we present en this section, we begin recalling some definitions and
theorems of Fuzzy Set Theory.
Next, we present the expression of this indicator for fuzzy sets and we an-
alyze its main properties. We conclude proposing an expression of the interval-
valued indicator of the grade of inclusion of an interval-valued fuzzy set in
another also interval-valued fuzzy set, and studying its main properties.
4.1. Expression of the inclusion grade indicator for fuzzy sets on account of Sinha
and Dougherty
Sinha and Dougherty in [54] propose the following formula for measuring
the grade of inclusion of fuzzy set A in set B:
 A;B  Inf
x2X
^ 1;/1f ÿ lAx  /lBxg; 4
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where / is a function of [0,1] in [0,1] verifying the following conditions:
(i) /0  0 and /1  1;
(ii) for all p 2 0; 1;/1ÿ p  /pP 1;
(iii) / is a non decreasing function;
(iv) /1ÿ p  0 has a single solution;
(v) let p; q 2 0; 1 and /1ÿ p  /1ÿ qP 0:5, then p  q.
Noteworthy is the concise and precise work that these authors carry out for
the justification of the use in (4) of terms such as ‘Infx2X ’ and ‘^’. They are
precisely the ones that justify the presence of ‘Inf x2X ’ and ‘^’ in the expression
of the inclusion grade indicator that we propose in Proposition 1 for fuzzy sets
and in Theorem 2 for interval-valued fuzzy sets.
4.2. Implication operators
We know [51] that a 0; 12 ! 0; 1 mapping I is called an implication op-
erator if and only if it satisfies the boundary conditions I0; 0  I0; 1 
I1; 1  1 and I1; 0  0.
The above conditions are of course the least we can expect from an impli-
cation operator. Other interesting potential properties of implication operators
are listed in [6,17,24,34,36,51,56,60,61].
In 1987, Smets and Magrez [56] establish a collection of nine axioms for the
implication operators and prove the following theorem:
Theorem. A function I : 0; 12 ! 0; 1 satisfies the nine axioms of a fuzzy
implication for a particular fuzzy complement c if and only if there exists a
strict increasing continuous function g : 0; 1 ! 0;1 such that g0  0 and
g1 < 1,
Ix; y  gÿ1g1 ÿ gx  gy ^ g1
for all x; y 2 0; 1, and
cx  gÿ1g1 ÿ gx
for all x 2 0; 1.
According to this theorem it is clear that
gIx; y  ^g1; g1 ÿ gx  gy  ^g1; gcx  gy:
It is important to point out that in the Fuzzy Set Theory there have been
many expressions for the implication operators, the choice of one over the rest
normally depends on the application in which it is going to be used. Many of
these implication operators do not satisfy the nine axioms imposed by Smets
and Magrez (for example Godel’s, that only satisfies seven of the nine axioms,
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or Kleene–Dienes’ that also satisfies seven but not the same ones as Godel).
Evidently, Lukasiewicz’s implication operator satisfies the nine axioms.
4.3. Expression of the inclusion grade indicator for fuzzy sets owed to De Baets
and Kerre
In order to measure the grade of inclusion of a fuzzy set A in another B (in
the sense introduced by Bandler and Kohout [7]) De Baets [16] and De Baets
and Kerre [17] present the following definition:
Definition. Consider an implication operator I. The binary fuzzy relation Inc
defined by, for any A and B fuzzy sets on X,
IncA;B  Inf
x2X
IlAx; lBx 5
is a fuzzy inclusion.
A more detailed study of the main properties of this expression can be found
in [17,67]. Note that (5) is given with respect to any implication operator. That
is, the operators that appear in this expression do not necessarily have to satisfy
the nine axioms imposed by Smets and Magrez. To Smets and Magrez, this
does not imply a restriction, for (5) satisfies the properties that they demand of
the inclusion grade indicator for fuzzy sets.
In any case, (5) will also justify, in a certain way, the choice of the expression
of the inclusion grade indicator that we present later on in this section.
4.4. A new expression of the inclusion grade indicator for fuzzy sets
Let A;B 2 FSsX . We propose that the indicator for fuzzified set inclusion
be defined as
 A;B  Inf
x2X
^ 1; 1f ÿ glAx  glBxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; gclAxf  glBxg 6
so that g : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 is a continuous and strictly increasing function such
that g0  0; g1  1 and cx  gÿ11ÿ gx.
We must point out that this expression does not coincide with the one given
by Sinha and Dougherty (4), nor with De Baets and Kerre’s (5). We have used
them as basis in order to take (6), we only need to observe:
(a) In (6) we maintain ‘Inf x2X ’ and ^. We must point out that the use of these
terms in (4) can found perfectly justified in [54], and they are precisely the
same arguments that justify its presence in (6). Besides, (6) is similar to (4)
substituting / for g, keeping in mind that g satisfies dierent properties from
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the ones / does. It is important to point out that we use any fuzzy comple-
mentation, while Sinha and Dougherty always use the standard complemen-
tation cx  1ÿ x for all x 2 X .
(b) From the theorem Smets and Magrez proved
gIx; y  ^g1; g1 ÿ gx  gy
and expression (5), if we take Infx2X gIlAx; lBx  instead of
Infx2X IlAx; lBx , we have
 A;B  Inf
x2X
gIlAx; lBx 
 Inf
x2X
^ g1; g1f ÿ glAx  glBxg;
which is the expression that we propose for the inclusion grade indicator for
fuzzy sets by just imposing g1  1.
(c) De Baets and Kerre’s indicator is given with respect to any implication
indicator. We, on the other hand, have started from Smets and Magrez’s
theorem in order to obtain (6), therefore we exclusively take implication op-
erators that satisfy the nine axioms demanded by them. This is not of great
importance to us because we have only looked at the expression Smets and
Magrez present in their theorem and we operate on it. It is precisely the way
of obtaining (6) from this theorem that allows us to establish one of the main
properties of this expression, which is the possibility of being generated by the
same functions that generate c, a widely studied problem in fuzzy literature
[22,32,37,60,61,72].
The following propositions prove the main properties of expression (6).
Proposition 1. Let A;B 2 FSsX  and let g : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 be a continuous
and strictly increasing function such that g0  0 and g1  1, and let
c : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 be an involutive and strict fuzzy complement such that
cx  gÿ11ÿ gx. In these conditions for the fuzzy inclusion
 A;B  Inf
x2X
^ 1; 1f ÿ glAx  glBxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; gclAxf  glBxg;
the following properties hold:
(i)  A;B  1 if and only if A6B;
(ii)  A;B  0 if and only if the set fhx; lAx  1 and lBx  0ig 6 ;;
(iii) if B6C, then  A;B6 A;C;
(iv) if B6C, then  C;A6 B;A;
(v)  Bc;Ac   A;B;
(vi)  B _ C;A  ^  B;A;  C;A ;
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(vii)  A;B ^ C  ^  A;B;  A;C ;
(viii)  A;B _ CP _  A;B;  A;C ;
(ix)  B ^ C;AP _  B;A;  C;A :
Proposition 2. In the same conditions as in Proposition 1 being Ai;Bi;A;B
2 FSsX  with i  1; . . . ; n;
(i)  Wni1 Ai;B  Vniÿ1  Ai;B;
(ii)  A;Vni1 Bi  Vni1  A;Bi;
(iii)  A;Wni1 BiP Wni1  A;Bi;
(iv)  Vni1 Ai;BP Wni1  Ai;B
holds.
In Fig. 2, ^1; gclAx  glBx are represented for the cases:
(a) gx  x and (b) gx  xx with x  0:5:
4.5. Expression of the interval-valued indicator of the grade of inclusion for
IVFSs
In the following theorem we present an expression of the interval-valued
inclusion grade indicator for the case when we are working with interval-valued
fuzzy sets.
Theorem 2. Let g : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 be a continuous and strictly increasing function
such that g0  0 and g1  1, and let c : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 be an involutive and
strict fuzzy complement such that cx  gÿ11ÿ gx. Let us consider
Fig. 2.
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 6 : IVFSsX   IVFSsX  ! D0; 1
given by
 6 A;B   6 LA;B;  6U A;B ;
where
 6 LA;B  Infx2X ^ 1;^ gcMALxf  gMBLx; gcMAU x
 gMBU xg;
 6U A;B  Infx2X ^ 1;_ gcMALxf  gMBLx; gcMAU x
 gMBU xg
for all A;B 2 IVFSsX . Then  6 A;B satisfies Axioms 1–9.
The considerations carried out before to justify the choice of (6) are now
valid for justifying the choice of  6 L and  6U . The great advantage of the
expressions  6 L and  6U lies in that they can be generated by the same
functions that generate fuzzy complementations.
Corollory 1. In the same conditions as in Theorem 2. Ai;Bi;A;B 2 IVFSsX  with
i  1; . . . ; n;
i
 6 L
Wn
i1
Ai;B
 
 Vn
i1
 6 LAi;B;
 6U
Wn
i1
Ai;B
 
6
Vn
i1
 6U Ai;B;
8>><>>:
ii
 6 L A;
Vn
i1
Bi
 
 Vn
i1
 6 LA;Bi;
 6 U A;
Vn
i1
Bi
 
6
Vn
i1
 6U A;Bi;
8>><>>:
iii  6 A;
_n
i1
Bi
 !
P
_n
i1
 6 A;Bi;
iv  6
n^
i1
Ai;B
 !
P
_n
i1
 6 Ai;B
holds.
Note that item (iii) of this corollary is a generalization of Axiom 8 and item
(iv) of Axiom 9.
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The expression of the inclusion grade indicator presented in Theorem 2 does
not satisfy the properties (2) and (3) proposed by Sinha and Dougherty [54] as
axioms, (when working with fuzzy sets and in Fuzzy Mathematical Mor-
phology). However, it is clear that if in the corollary above we take i  1; 2,
then the lower extremes of  6 verify the equalities demanded in (2) and (3),
and the upper extremes, without verifying the equalities both satisfy the same
type of inequality, in the same conditions as in Corollary 1:
 6 LB _ C;A  ^  6 LB;A;  6 LC;A ;
 6U B _ C;A6 ^  6 U B;A;  6U C;A ;
 6 LA;B ^ C  ^  6 LA;B;  6 LA;C ;
 6U A;B ^ C6 ^  6 U A;B;  6U A;C :
Let us apply Theorem 2 to some functions g. (Table 1) presents the
corresponding expressions of gcMALx  gMBLx and gcMAU x
gMBU x according to the generic functions g that we take in each case.
In Fig. 3 the surfaces gcMAL  gMBL or gcMAU   gMBU  of the
examples in Table 1 are found represented.
Example 1. The data in all of the examples in the paper are the ones that appear
in [15].
Let X be the universe of discourse, X  fx1; x2; . . . ; x14g, and let A and B be
two interval-valued fuzzy sets of X, where
Table 1
gcMAL  gMBL gcMAU   gMBU 
(a) gx  x
cx  1ÿ x
1ÿMALx MBLx 1ÿMAU x MBU x
(b) gx  xw
cx  1ÿ xw1w
w > 0
1ÿMwALx MwBLx 1ÿMwAU x MwBU x
(c) gxLoga1 aÿ 1x
cx  1ÿx
1aÿ1x
a 2 1;1
Loga
a1 aÿ 1MBLx
1 aÿ 1MALx
 
Loga
a1 aÿ 1MBU x
1 aÿ 1MAU x
 
(d) gx  1ÿ 1ÿ xp
cx  1ÿ 1ÿ 1ÿ xp1=p
p > 1
1ÿMALxp
 1ÿ 1ÿMBLxp
1ÿMAU xp
 1ÿ 1ÿMBU xp
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A  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0; 0i; hx4; 0; 0i; hx5; 0; 0i; hx6; 0; 0i;
hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0:6i; hx10; 0:87; 0:92i; hx11; 1; 1i;
hx12; 0:87; 0:92i; hx13; 0; 0:6i; hx14; 0; 0ig;
Fig. 3.
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B  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0; 0i; hx4; 0; 0i; hx5; 0; 0i; hx6; 0; 0i;
hx7; 0; 0:5i; hx8; 0:74; 0:82i; hx9; 0:94; 0:95i; hx10; 1; 1i;
hx11; 0:94; 0:95i; hx12; 0:74; 0:82i; hx13; 0; 0:5i; hx14; 0; 0ig:
The membership function curves of these interval-valued fuzzy sets are
shown in Fig. 4.
With these sets A and B the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator
 6 A;B for the dierent functions g on Table 1 takes the following values of
Table 2.
We have said in the preliminaries that in the whole paper we are going to
consider the order relation ‘6 ’ and for this reason we will represent the ex-
pression of the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator presented in Theorem
2 as  6 . Nevertheless, it seems logical to study the behavior of  6 when
applied to sets A;B 2 IVFSsX  such that A  B or A v B. In this sense the
following theorem establishes the expression of  6 A;B, first when the in-
terval-valued fuzzy set B is settled in interval-valued fuzzy set A, that is, when
for all x 2 X , MALx6MBLx6MBU x6MAU x, and second, when A v B,
that is when MAU x6MBLx for all x 2 X .
Theorem 3. In the same conditions as in Theorem 2
(i) if A  B, then  6 A;B  Inf
x2X
^ 1; gcMAU x  gMBU x f g; 1
 
;
(ii) if A v B, then  6 A;B  1; 1;
holds.
Fig. 4.
Table 2
 6 A;B
(a) [0.870, 0.900]
(b) and x  0:5 [0.930, 0.950]
(c) and a  e [0.910, 0.930]
(d) and p  5 [0.980, 0.999]
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We know that one of the main advantages of the expression presented in
Theorem 2 is that from any continuous and strictly increasing function
g : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 such that g0  0 and g1  1, (functions that generate
fuzzy complementations like cx  gÿ11ÿ gx) we can obtain interval-
valued inclusion grade indicators for interval-valued fuzzy sets. On the other
hand it is known in the Fuzzy Set Theory that fuzzy complementations (inv-
olutive) can also be generated by continuous and strictly decreasing functions
f : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 such that f 0  1 and f 1  0. It seems logical to think that
the interval-valued inclusion grade indicators for interval-valued fuzzy sets
may also be generated by these functions. In this sense we present the following
theorem:
Theorem 4. Let f : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 be a continuous and strictly decreasing function
such that f 0  1 and f 1  0, and let c : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 be an involutive and
strict fuzzy complement such that cx  f ÿ11ÿ f x. Let us consider
 6 : IVFSsX   IVFSsX  ! D0; 1
given by
 6 A;B   6 LA;B;  6U A;B ;
where
 6 LA;B  Infx2X ^ 1;^ f cMBLxf  f MALx; f cMBU x
 f MAU xg;
 6U A;B  Infx2X ^ 1;_ f cMBLxf  f MALx; f cMBU x
 f MAU xg
for all A;B 2 IVFSsX . Then  6 A;B satisfies Axioms 1–7.
Evidently if we take f x  1ÿ x, the fuzzy complement generated by f is
given by cx  1ÿ x, so that the expression that we obtain for the inclusion
grade indicator from Theorem 4 coincides with the example (a) on Table 1. If
f x  1ÿ xw with w > 0, the expression obtained from Theorem 4 coincides
with (b). If f x  Logaa=1 aÿ 1x with a 2 1;1 we have the expres-
sion (c) on Table 1, etc.
In the following corollary we present the main properties of the interval-
valued inclusion grade indicator in Theorem 2 (or Theorem 5). Such properties
wll be used en successive sections in the paper.
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Corollory 2. In the same conditions as in Theorem 2 (or Theorem 4)
(i) if  6 A;B  0; 1, then
xj MAx  1; 1 and MBx  0; 1  or MAx  0; 1f
and MBx  0; 0g 6 ;;
(ii) if fxjMAx  1; 1 and MBx  0; 1g 6 ;and MAU x6MBU x8x 2 X 
or fxjMAx  0; 1 and MBx  0; 0g 6 ; and MALx6MBLx8 x 2 X ,
then  6 A;B  0; 1;
(iii)  6 LA;Ac   6U A;Ac  Infx2X ^ 1; gcMALx  gcMAU x f g;
(iv) if A 2 IVFSsX  is a normal set, then  6 A;Ac  0; 0;
(v)  6 LAc;A   6U Ac;A  Infx2X ^ 1; gMALx  gMAU x f g;
(vi) if Ac 2 IVFSsX  is a normal set, then  6 Ac;A  0; 0;
(vii) if B  fhx;MBx  0; 0ijx 2 Xg, then for each A 2 IVFSsX 
 6 A;B  Inf
x2X
gcMAU x; Inf
x2X
gcMALx
 
holds.
5. Method for inference in approximate reasoning based on IVFSs and interval-
valued indicator
Approximate reasoning is, informally speaking, as Turksen says in [64], the
process or processes by which a possible imprecise conclusion is deduced from
a collection of imprecise premises.
The classical modus ponens is expressed by
A! B
A
B
this means that if both:
A implies B and A are true; then
B is also true:
This reasoning scheme was extended to fuzzy reasoning by Zadeh [74,75] as
follows:
(A) The implication A! B is replaced by the fuzzy inference rule
if x is A then y is B;
where A and B may be fuzzy sets, A in a universe of discourse X and B in a
universe of discourse Y; and x is a variable which takes values in X, and y is a
variable which takes values in Y. The fuzzy rule represents a relation between
two variables x and y.
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(B) Similarly, the premise A is replaced by a fuzzy premise:
x is A0;
where A0 is a fuzzy set, expressing the knowledge we have about the value of x.
A0 is a fuzzy set in a universe of discourse X.
Combining the rule and the premise, it is possible to deduce a new piece of
information, written
y is B0;
where B0 is a fuzzy set in a universe of discourse Y.
Therefore, exact reasoning modus ponens can be extended to approximate
reasoning which deals with the inherent vagueness of human language. Thus,
the generalized modus ponens (GMP) is introduced to reach a conclusion from
fuzzy premises. This rule can be expressed in standard as follows:
If x is A then y is B
x is A0
y is B0 GMP
The main advantage of this extension to fuzzy reasoning is being able to
deduce new information, even when the knowledge is not exactly identical to
the condition of the rule or when the information we consider is not crisp. It is
noted that in (GMP) when A  A0, then the generalized modus ponens reduces
to the case of the modus ponens.
For the fuzzy inference rules, dierent methods have been suggested by
various authors such as Zadeh [74,75], Fukami [25], Mizumoto and
Zimmermann [40,41], Ezawa and Kandel [23]. In 1980 Fukami et al. [25]
suggested the following set of axioms for the generalized modus ponens:
(F1) If A0  A, then B0  B (coincidence with classical modus ponens),
(F2)
either
i If A0  A2; then B0  B
or
ii If A0  A2; then B0  B2;
8<:
(F3) If A0  A1=2, then B0  B1=2,
(F4)
either
i If A0  Ac; then B0  Y
or
ii If A0  Ac; then B0  Bc:
8<:
Almost simultaneously, Baldwin and Pilsworth [5] establish another set of six
axioms for generalized modus ponens, some of them in complete contradiction
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with some of the ones imposed by Fukami et al. For example, Baldwin and
Pisworth demand that B0P B, which is impossible if (F2)(ii) is demanded at the
same time. Baldwin and Pisworth are guided by classical logic and in their
desire to avoid sorites paradox in fuzzy logic proposed their six axioms.
Fukammi it al. are rather guided by common sense interpretations of fuzzy
rules, in order to establish (F1)–(F4).
We will pay attention to axioms given by Fukami et al. and use them in
Section 9 of this paper to propose a new application of the interval-valued
inclusion grade indicator for IVFSs.
In this section and in Section 7 we are going to study the generalized modus
ponens using interval-valued fuzzy sets following a dierent reasoning from the
one used by the above-named authors. The basis will be the ideas established
by Baldwin [4,5], Nafarie [42], Gorzalczany [29], etc., which can be summarized
in the two following steps:
(1) first relate A to A0,
(2) build the consequence B0 using the result of the comparison above and B.
We will carry out step (1) using the inclusion grade indicator of the interval-
valued fuzzy set A0 in A.
We will see in Section 9 that it is not always advisable to follow the meth-
odology of the steps (1) and (2). Sometimes, it is very hard to relate A0 with A,
(step 1), in theses cases it is preferable to use Zadeh’s compositional rule.
Unless otherwise indicated, we will follow steps (1) and (2).
We begin studying an algorithm for the GMP and then another for a system
of m rules as follows:
If x is A1 then y is B1
If x is A2 then y is B2
..
.
If x is Am then y is Bm
x is A0
y is B0
where A0;Ai 2 IVFSsX  and Bi 2 IVFSsY , with i  1; . . . ;m.
5.1. Method for GMP
In this subsection we present an algorithm for obtaining the conclusion of
the GMP:
If x is A then y is B
x is A0
y is B0 GMP
that is, for obtaining B0 from the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator for
IVFSsX ,  6 A0;A.
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Firstly we will present a method of construction of interval-valued fuzzy sets
on the referential Y from the interval-valued indicator.
For each A0;A 2 IVFSsX , we calculate  6 A0;A. In these conditions we
construct
U 6 A0 ;A  fhy;MU 6 A0 ;A y  MU 6 A0 ;A;Ly;MU 6 A0 ;A;Uyijy 2 Y g;
where
MU 6 A0 ;ALy   6 LA
0;A;
MU 6 A0 ;AU y   6U A
0;A:
Evidently U 6 A0 ;A is an interval-valued fuzzy set on Y. We can point out the
set U 6 A0;A constructed in this way is such that MU 6 A0 ;A y  const for all
y 2 Y , besides if A0  Ac, in accordance with item (v) in Corollary 2, then
U 6 A0 ;A is a fuzzy set on Y.
In these conditions, the algorithm we present for obtaining the conclusion of
the GMP is expressed in the following three items:
(i) The interval-valued inclusion grade indicator of A0 in A is determined,
that is,  6 A0;A.
(ii) Next we construct the set U 6 A0 ;A.
(iii) The conclusion is generated in the following way: B0U 6 A0 ;A
 ^ U 6 A0;A;
ÿ
B:
Note that item (ii) of this algorithm justifies Axiom 1 demanded of all in-
terval-valued inclusion grade indicators when working with interval-valued
fuzzy sets.
As for the notation we must say that B0 6 A0 ;A indicates that the conclusion is
generated from the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator applied to the sets
A0;A, in this order.
5.2. Characteristics of this algorithm
Proposition 3. In the same conditions of the algorithm above,
• GMP 6 1 if A0  A, then B0 6 A0;A  B;
• GMP 6 2 if A0 < A, then B0 6 A0;A  B;
• GMP 6 3 for all A0;A 2 IVFSsX , B0 6 A0 ;A6B;
• GMP 6 4 if A016A02, then B0 6 A01;AP B
0
 6 A02;A
;
• GMP 6 5 if A0 is a normal interval-valued fuzzy set A0  Ac, then
B0 6 A0;A  fhy;MB0 6 A0 ;A y  0; 0ijy 2 Y g;
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• GMP 6 6 if  6 A0;A  0; 0; then B0 6 A0 ;A  fhy;MB0 6 A0 ;A y  0; 0ijy 2 Y g;
• GMP 6 7 if A0  Ac and for all y 2 Y it holds that  6UA0;A6MBLy;
then B0 6 A0;A  U 6 A0;A; this conclusion being a normal fuzzy set;
• GMP 6 8 if A0  A, then
B0 6 A0 ;A  y;MB0 6 A0 ;A y

 ^ Inf
x2X
^ 1; gcMA0U xf

 gMAU xg;MBLy

;MBU y

holds.
Remark 1. According to the property GMP 6 1 if A0  A with the algo-
rithm presented we recover the usual modus ponens, therefore GMP 6 1
allows us to assure that such algorithm satisfies (F1). The problem of re-
covering the usual modus ponens in the fuzzy inference has motivated many
works, for example, Trillas and Valverde [62], Dubois and Prade [20,21],
etc.
The property GMP 6 2 establishes that the theorem above satisfies
F 2i. If A0  A2, (that is, if MA0Lx  M2ALx and MA0U x  M2AU x), then
A06A, in these conditions B 6 A0 ;A  B. The desire that this algorithm satisfies
F 2i has led us to use  6 A0;A instead of  6 A;A0. We must point out that
GMP 6 2 is even stronger than (F2)(i). To many authors having to satisfy
(F2)(i) implies a very strong restriction. This fact has led us to develop the two
following sections in the paper.
From GMP 6 3 and GMP 6 4 we deduce that our algorithm does not
satisfy the axioms established by Baldwin and Pilsworth. We said before that
due to properties such as GMP 6 3 there are contradictions between the
Baldwin and Pilsworth’s axioms and those of Fukami et al.
A consequence of the property GMP 6 3 is that the interval-valued in-
clusion grade indicator B0 6 A0 ;A in the set B is always [1,1], that is,
 6 B0 6 A0;A;B  1; 1.
From the property GMP 6 5 we deduce that our algorithm does not
satisfy the axiom (F4). In the conditions indicated by this property, we have
B0 6 A0 ;A  Yc instead of B0 6 A0 ;A  Y . Situations like this and the non-fulfill-
ment of the Axiom (F4) have lead us to develop Section 9 of this paper.
Example 2. Let us consider the referential sets
X  Y  fx1; x2; . . . ; x14g:
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Let A and B be two interval-valued fuzzy sets of X, where
A  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0; 0i; hx4; 0; 0i; hx5; 0; 0i; hx6; 0; 0i;
hx7; 0; 0:5i; hx8; 0:74; 0:82i; hx9; 0:94; 0:95i; hx10; 1; 1i;
hx11; 0:94; 0:95i; hx12; 0:74; 0:82i; hx13; 0; 0:5i; hx14; 0; 0ig;
B  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0:90; 0:95i; hx4; 1; 1i; hx5; 0:90; 0:95i;
hx6; 0; 0:8i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i;
hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i; hx14; 0; 0ig:
The membership function curves of these interval-valued fuzzy sets are
shown in Fig. 5. Let A0 be the following set:
A0  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0; 0i; hx4; 0; 0i; hx5; 0; 0i;
hx6; 0; 0i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0:6i; hx10; 0:87; 0:92i;
hx11; 1; 1i; hx12; 0:87; 0:92i; hx13; 0; 0:6i; hx14; 0; 0ig
it is necessary to point out that said sets A, B and A0 are similar to the ones
taken in [15].
We know from example one that:
(a) The interval-valued inclusion grade indicator between A and A0 for
the example (a) in Table 1, that is, for gx  x and cx  1ÿ x is
 6 A0;A  0:87; 0:90 (Fig. 6).
In these conditions by item (ii) in the method above we have
U 6 A0 ;A  fhx1; 0:87; 0:90i; hx2; 0:87; 0:90i; hx3; 0:87; 0:90i;
hx4; 0:87; 0:90i; hx5; 0:87; 0:90i; hx6; 0:87; 0:90i;
hx7; 0:87; 0:90i; hx8; 0:87; 0:90i; hx9; 0:87; 0:90i;
hx10; 0:87; 0:90i; hx11; 0:87; 0:90i; hx12; 0:87; 0:90i;
hx13; 0:87; 0:90i; hx14; 0:87; 0:90ig
Fig. 5.
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obtaining by item (iii) the following conclusion for the generalized modus
ponens, (the representation of the membership functions of the conclusion, as
well as of set A0 are given in Fig. 7):
B0U 6 A0 ;A
 fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0:87; 0:90i; hx4; 0:87; 0:90i;
hx5; 0:87; 0:90i; hx6; 0; 0:8i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0i;
hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i; hx14; 0; 0ig:
(b) The interval-valued inclusion grade indicator between A and B for (b) in
Table 1 (with x  0:5) is:  6 A0;A  0:93; 0:95; in these conditions the
conclusion of the generalized modus ponens (represented in Fig. 8 next to the
representation of A0) is
B0U 6 A0 ;A
 fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0:90; 0:95i; hx4; 0:93; 0:95i;
hx5; 0:90; 0:95i; hx6; 0; 0:80i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i;
hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i;
hx14; 0; 0ig:
Fig. 7.
Fig. 6.
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(c) For the case (c) in Table 1 with a  e we have  6 A0;A  0:91; 0:93;
following the steps in the algorithm above we have (Fig. 9):
B0U 6 A0 ;A
 fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0:90; 0:93i; hx4; 0:91; 0:93i;
hx5; 0:90; 0:93i; hx6; 0; 0:8i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0i;
hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i; hx14; 0; 0ig:
(d) For (d) with p  5 we have:  6 A0;A  0:98; 0:999: For item (iii) the
conclusion, (represented in Fig. 10 next to the representation of A0), is
Fig. 10.
Fig. 9.
Fig. 8.
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B0U 6 A0 ;A
 fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0:90; 0:95i; hx4; 0:98; 0:99i;
hx5; 0:90; 0:95i; hx6; 0; 0:8i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0i;
hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i; hx14; 0; 0ig:
5.3. Method for the multiconditional approximate reasoning
We consider the interval-valued fuzzy sets, Ai;A0 2 IVFSsX  and
Bi 2 IVFSsY , with i  1; . . . ;m. The description of the object has the form:
If x is A1 then y is B1
If x is A2 then y is B2
..
.
If x is Am then y is Bm
x is A0
y is B0
The algorithm that we present for obtaining B0 is given by the following
steps:
(i) For each i  1; . . . ;m, we calculate the interval-valued inclusion grade in-
dicator of A0 in Ai, that is,  6 A0;Ai.
(ii) Next we construct the sets
Ui 6 A0 ;Ai  fhy;MUi 6 A0 ;Ai y   6LA
0;Ai;  6UA0;Aiijy 2 Y g;
with i  1; . . . ;m:
(iii) We generate the conclusion B0 6 A0 ;Ai in the following way:
B0 6 A0;Ai 
_m
i1
^ Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;Bi
 
:
Note that the inclusion grade indicators of A0 with each of sets Ai,
i  1; . . . ;m, are determined consecutively.
In accordance with the construction presented in item (ii) we will represent
as U
_
i
Ai
 6 A0;Ai the interval-valued fuzzy set constructed from the indicator
 6 A0;
W
i1 Ai, that is,
U
_
i
Ai
 6 A0 ;Ai  y;MU_i Ai
 6 A0 ;Ai
y
*8<:   6 A0;_m
i1
Ai
 !+y 2 Y
9=;:
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5.4. Characteristics of this algorithm
Proposition 4. In the conditions of the algorithm above,
• MAR 6 1 B0 6 A0;Ai6
Wm
i1 Bi; that is,  6 B
0
 6 A0;Ai;
Wm
i1 Bi
 
 1; 1;
• MAR 6 2 if A06Ai for each i  1; . . . ;m, then B0 6 A0 ;Ai 
Wm
i1 Bi;
• MAR 6 3 if for a j such that 16 j6m, we have that A0  Ajc is a normal in-
terval-valued fuzzy set, then B0 6 A0 ;Ai 
Wm
i1
i 6j
^Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;Bi
 
;
• MAR 6 4 if for a value of i  1; . . . ;m, for example for j,
fxjMA0Lx;MA0Ux  1; 1 and MAjLx;MAjU x  0; 0g 6 ;;
then B0 6 A0 ;Ai 
Wm
i1
i 6j
^Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;Bi
 
;
• MAR 6 5 B0 6 A0;Ai6U
_
i
Ai
 6 A0;Ai;
• MAR 6 6 j fixed we have
 6 LB0 6 A0 ;Ai;Bj 
V
i1
i 6j
 6L ^ Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;Bi;Bj
  
;
 6UB 6 A0;Ai0;Bj6
V
i1
i6j
 6U ^ Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;Bi;Bj
  
;
• MAR 6 7 B0 6 A0;Ai6
Wm
i1
Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;
• MAR 6 8 if Am6Amÿ16    6A26A1, then
B0 6 A0;Ai6 ^ U1 6 A0 ;Ai;
_m
i1
Bi
 !
;
• MAR 6 9 if  6 A0;Ai  0; 1 for all i  1; . . . ;m, then
B0 6 A0;Ai  y;MB 6 A0 ;Ai0y
*(
 0;
_m
i1
MBiU y
" #+y 2 Y
)
holds.
Remark 2. The property MAR 6 3 can be stated by saying if A0  Ajc is a
normal interval-valued fuzzy set, then the respective set Bj is eliminated from
point (iii) of the algorithm. As for MAR 6 4 we can say the same, that is, if
the hypothesis of these properties are met, then the respective Bj is eliminated
from point (iii) of the algorithm.
Note that if in MAR 6 4 we take i  1; 2, then this property states the
following:
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If  6 A0;A1  0; 0; then B0 6 A0 ;Ai  ^U2 6 A0 ;Ai;B2
or
if  6 A0;A2  0; 0; then B0 6 A0 ;Ai  ^U1 6 A0 ;Ai;B1:
On the other hand, if i  1; 2, then the property MAR 6 5 is written in the
following way:
B0 6 A0;Ai6 y;MUA1_A2
 6 A0 ;Ai
y
*(
  6 A0;A1 _ A2
+y 2 Y
)
 UA1_A2 6 A0 ;Ai
inequality obtained from Axiom 8.
The property MAR 6 6 expresses the grade of inclusion of the conclusion
B0 6 A0 ;Ai in any set Bj of the collection of sets Bi, (i  1; . . . ;m). Besides if
i  1; 2, then this property takes the following form:
 6 LB0 6 A0 ;Ai;B1   6 L ^ U2 6 A0 ;Ai;B2;B1
 
;
 6UB0 6 A0;Ai;B16 6U ^ U2 6 A0;Ai;B2;B1
 
;
 6 LB0 6 A0 ;Ai;B2   6 L ^ U1 6 A0 ;Ai;B1;B2
 
;
 6UB0 6 A0;Ai;B26 6U ^ U1 6 A0;Ai;B1;B2
 
;
and in these conditions by Axiom 9 we have
 6 L ^ U2 6 A0 ;Ai;B2;B1
 
P _  6LU2 6 A0;Ai;B1;  6LB2;B1
 
;
 6U ^ U2 6 A0 ;Ai;B2;B1
 
P _  6U U2 6 A0 ;Ai;B1;  6UB2;B1
 
;
 6 L ^ U1 6 A0 ;Ai;B1;B2
 
P _  6LU1 6 A0;Ai;B2;  6LB1;B2
 
;
 6U ^ U1 6 A0 ;Ai;B1;B2
 
P _  6U U1 6 A0 ;Ai;B2;  6UB1;B2
 
:
If we impose Bm6Bmÿ16    6B26B1 on the property MAR 6 8, then
B0 6 A0;Ai6 ^ U1 6 A0 ;Ai;B1
 
:
Example 3. Let us consider the following single-input-single-output interval-
valued approximate reasoning scheme
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If x is A1 then y is B1
If x is A2 then y is B2
If x is A3 then y is B3
If x is A4 then y is B4
If x is A5 then y is B5
x is A0
y is B0
where A0;A1; . . . ;A5;B1;B2; . . . ;B5 are interval-valued fuzzy sets of universe of
discourse X  Y  fx1; x2; . . . ; x14g. These interval-valued fuzzy sets are shown
as follows:
A1  fhx1; 1; 1i; hx2; 1; 1i; hx3; 0:82; 0:95i; hx4; 0; 0:7i; hx5; 0; 0i;
hx6; 0; 0i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i;
hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i; hx14; 0; 0ig;
A2  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0; 0:5i; hx4; 0:75; 0:8i; hx5; 0:94; 0:95i;
hx6; 1; 1i; hnglex7; 0:94; 0:95i; hx8; 0:75; 0:83i; hx9; 0; 0:5i;
hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i; hx14; 0; 0ig;
A3  fhx1; 0;0i; hx2; 0;0i; hx3; 0;0i; hx4; 0;0i; hx5; 0;0i; hx6; 0;0i;
hx7; 0;0:6i; hx8; 0:87;0:92i; hx9; 1;1i; hx10; 0:87;0:92i; hx11; 0;0:6i;
hx12; 0;0i; hx13; 0;0i; hx14; 0;0ig;
A4  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0; 0i; hx4; 0; 0i; hx5; 0; 0i; hx6; 0; 0i;
hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0:9i; hx10; 0:87; 0:92i; hx11; 1; 1i;
hx12; 0:87; 0:92i; hx13; 0; 0:6i; hx14; 0; 0ig;
A5  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0; 0i; hx4; 0; 0i; hx5; 0; 0i; hx6; 0; 0i;
hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0:6i;
hx13; 0:87; 0:92i; hx14; 1; 1ig:
The membership function curves of these IVFSs are shown in Fig. 11
B1  fhx1; 1; 1i; hx2; 0:94; 0:96i; hx3; 0; 0:65i; hx4; 0; 0i; hx5; 0; 0i;
hx6; 0; 0i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i;
hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i; hx14; 0; 0ig;
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B2  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0:6i; hx3; 0:87; 0:92i; hx4; 1; 1i; hx5; 0:87; 0:92i;
hx6; 0; 0:6i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i;
hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i; hx14; 0; 0ig;
B3  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0; 0i; hx4; 0; 0:5i; hx5; 0:74; 0:82i;
hx6; 0:94; 0:95i; hx7; 1; 1i; hx8; 0:94; 0:95i; hx9; 0:74; 0:82i;
hx10; 0; 0:5i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i; hx14; 0; 0ig;
B4  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0; 0i; hx4; 0; 0i; hx5; 0; 0i; hx6; 0; 0i;
hx7; 0; 0:5i; hx8; 0:74; 0:82i; hx9; 0:94; 0:95i; hx10; 1; 1i;
hx11; 0:94; 0:95i; hx12; 0:74; 0:82i; hx13; 0; 0:5i; hx14; 0; 0ig;
B5  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0; 0i; hx4; 0; 0i; hx5; 0; 0i; hx6; 0; 0i;
hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0:6i;
hx12; 0:87; 0:92i; hx13; 1; 1i; hx14; 1; 1ig:
The membership function curves of these interval-valued fuzzy sets are
shown in Fig. 12.
Assume that given the fact ‘x’ is A0, where
A0  fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0:90; 0:95i; hx4; 1; 1i; hx5; 0:90; 0:95i;
hx6; 0; 0:8i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i;
hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i; hx14; 0; 0ig:
In these conditions the inclusion grade indicators  6 A0;Ai for gx  x
and cx  1ÿ x with i  1; . . . ; 5 are given in Table 3.
Fig. 11.
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According to item (iii) in the algorithm above the conclusion, whose rep-
resentation of the membership functions as opposed to those of A0 can be found
in Fig. 13 is given by
B0U 6 A0 ;A
 fhx1; 0; 0:1i; hx2; 0; 0:55i; hx3; 0:1; 0:55i; hx4; 0:1; 0:55i;
hx5; 0:1; 0:55i; hx6; 0; 0:55i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i;
hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i;
hx14; 0; 0ig:
Fig. 12.
Table 3
 6 A0;A1 [0.00, 0.10]
 6 A0;A2 [0.00, 0.55]
 6 A0;A3 [0.00, 0.00]
 6 A0;A4 [0.00, 0.00]
 6 A0;A5 [0.00, 0.00]
Fig. 13.
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6. Interval-valued similarity measures
The similarity measure of two fuzzy sets introduced by Wang [68] and other
people is a measure that indicates the similarity between fuzzy sets. Many
authors [8,46,57,66,70–72], and in very dierent ways, have studied the prob-
lem of ‘distinguishing’ between similar fuzzy sets. Basing ourselves on their
ideas we proposed a continuation of the similarity measure between interval-
valued fuzzy sets.
Definition 1. A function S : IVFSsX   IVFSsX  ! D0; 1 is called a normal
interval-valued similarity measure, if S has the following properties:
(i) SA;B SB;A for all A;B 2 IVFSsX ,
(ii) SD;Dc  0; 0 for all D 2 PX ,
(iii) SC;C  1; 1 for all C 2 IVFSsX ,
(iv) for all A;B;C 2 IVFSsX  if A6B6C, then
SA;BPSA;C
and
SB;CPSA;C;
(v) if A;B 2 FSsX , then SA;B 2 0; 1:
We can prove that (iv) is equivalent to (iv)’: for all A;B;C;D 2 IVFSsX , if
A6B6C6D, then SB;CPSA;D.
Theorem 5. Let us consider any t-norm b and an interval-valued inclusion grade
indicator  . For any A and B in IVFSsX ,
SA;B  SLA;B;SU A;B
 b  LA;B;  LB;A ; b U A;B; U B;A  
is an interval-valued normal similarity measure.
Proposition 5. If A6B and fxjMBx  1; 1 and MAx  0; 0g 6 ;, then
SA;B  0; 0:
Note that the theorem and the proposition above are presented for any t-
norm b. However, due to the fact that we want the algorithm of the following
section to allow us to justify some of the axioms demanded of all interval-
valued inclusion grade indicators, and these axioms are expressed with respect
to the maximum and the minimum, hereinafter we will take b  ^.
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Theorem 6. In the same conditions as in Theorem 5:
If b  ^ and    6 ; then
(i) S6 A;Ac  0; 0 if and only if A or Ac are interval-valued normal fuzzy
sets on the same X;
(ii) S6 A;B  1; 1 if and only if A  B;
(iii) if A v B, then S6 A;B   6 B;A;
(iv) if S6 A;B  0; 1; then xj MAx  1; 1 and MBxf  0; 1 or MAx
 0; 1 and MBx  0; 0g 6 ; holds.
Example 4. With the same data as the ones considered in Example 1 and Table 1
we have Table 4.
7. Method for inference in approximate reasoning based on IVFSs and interval-
valued similarity measures
The algorithm presented in Section 5 has the property that if A06A, then
B0  B, nevertheless it is often interesting to weaken this property in the sense
that if A0 < A, B0  B not always happens. The objective of having algorithms
for which the conditions above are verified has led us to develop this section.
7.1. Method for GMP
The algorithm for the GMP that we present below uses interval-valued
similarity measures between interval-valued fuzzy sets.
We begin presenting a method of construction of interval-valued fuzzy sets
on the referential Y form the interval -valued similarity measure.
For each A0;A 2 IVFSsX , we calculate S6 A0;A  ^ 6 A0;A;
 6 A;A0: In these conditions we construct
US6 A0;A  fhy;MUS6 A0 ;Ay  MUS6 A0 ;A;Ly;MUS6 A0 ;A;U yijy 2 Y g;
where
MUS6 A0 ;ALy S6LA0;A
Table 4
S6 A;B
(a) [0.06, 0.26]
(b) and w  0.5 [0.03, 0.14]
(c) and a  e [0.04, 0.18]
(d) and p  5 810ÿ7; 1:210ÿ3
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and
MUS6 A0 ;AU y S6UA0;A:
Evidently US6 A0;A is an interval-valued fuzzy set on Y. We can point out
the set US6 A0;A constructed in this way is such that MUS6 A0 ;Ay  const for
all y 2 Y .
In these conditions, the algorithm we present for obtaining the conclusion of
the GMP is expressed in the three following items:
(i) The interval-valued similarity measure A0 in A is determined, that is,
S6 A0;A.
(ii) Next we construct the set US6 A0;A.
(iii) The conclusion B0S6 is generated in the following way
B0S6 A0;A  ^ US6 A0;A;B
ÿ 
:
7.2. Characteristics of this algorithm
Proposition 6. In the conditions of the algorithm above,
• GMPS6 1 if A0  A, then B0S6 A0;A  B;
• GMPS6 2 if A0 < A, then B0S6 A0;A  ^U 6 A;A0;B;
• GMPS6 3 for all A0;A 2 IVFSsX , B0S6 A0;A6B holds;
• GMPS6 4 if A0  Ac and A0 or A are normal interval-valued fuzzy sets,
then
B0S6 A0;A  fhy;MB0S6 A0;A  0; 0ijy 2 Y g;
• GMPS6 5 for all A0;A 2 IVFSsX , then S6 B0S6 A0;A;B
 
  6 B;B0S6

A0;A;
• GMPS6 6 if S6 A0;A  0; 1; then
B0S6 A0;A  fhy;MB0S6 A0;Ay  0;MBU yijy 2 Y g
holds.
Remark 3. From GMPS6 1 we can deduce that this algorithm satisfies (F1).
However, from GMPS6 2 it happens that it does not always satisfy if A0 < A,
then B0S6 A0;A  B. This being a property that dierentiates this algorithm
from the one presented in Section 5. We must point out that in
B0S6 A0;A  ^U 6 A;A0;B the order of the sets A0 and A changes.
The property GMPS6 3 is the same as GMP 6 3.
In the property GMPS6 4 we demand A0  Ac and normal A0 or A,
whereas in GMP 6 5 we demanded that A0  Ac be a normal set.
In GMPS6 5 we studied the interval-valued similarity measure between
the conclusion of the GMP obtained by this algorithm and B.
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Note that if A0 v A, then B0S6 A0;A  ^U 6 A;A0;B; we only need to
recall item (iii) of Theorem 6.
Example 5. In the same conditions as in Example 2 we have:
(a) We know that for the example (a) on Table 4, S6 A0;A  0:06; 0:26.
By item (ii) we have US6 A0 ;A  fhxi; 0:06; 0:26ijxi 2 X ; i  1; . . . ; 14g, and by
item (iii) the conclusion, represented as opposed to A0 in Fig. 14, is
B0US6 A0 ;A
 fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0:06; 0:26i; hx4; 0:06; 0:26i;
hx5; 0:06; 0:26i; hx6; 0:00; 0:26i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i;
hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i;
hx14; 0; 0ig:
(b) The interval-valued similarity measure between A0 and A for (b) in Table 4
(with x  0:5) is S6 A0;A  0:03; 0:14; in these conditions the conclusion of
the generalized modus ponens and the representation of its membership
functions as opposed to those of A0 (Fig. 15), are
Fig. 14.
Fig. 15.
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B0US6 A0 ;A
 fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0:03; 0:14i; hx4; 0:03; 0:14i;
hx5; 0:03; 0:14i; hx6; 0; 0:14i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i;
hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i;
hx14; 0; 0ig:
(c) For the case (c) in Table 4 with a  e we have S6 A0;A  0:04; 0:18; that
is (Fig. 16),
B0US6 A0 ;A
 fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 0:04; 0:18i; hx4; 0:04; 0:18i;
hx5; 0:04; 0:18i; hx6; 0; 0:18i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i;
hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i;
hx14; 0; 0ig:
(d) For (d) with p  0 we have: S6 A0;A  810ÿ7; 1:210ÿ3 and thus (Fig. 17)
Fig. 16.
Fig. 17.
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B0US6 A0 ;A
 fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0i; hx3; 810ÿ7; 1:210ÿ3i; hx4; 810ÿ7; 1:210ÿ3i;
hx5; 810ÿ7; 1:210ÿ3i; hx6; 0:0; 1:210ÿ3i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i;
hx9; 0; 0i; hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i;
hx14; 0; 0ig:
7.3. Method for the multiconditional approximate reasoning
We obtain conclusion B0 from the three following steps:
(i) For each i     ;m we calculate the interval-valued similarity measure be-
tween A0 and Ai, that is, S6 A0;Ai.
(ii) Next we construct the sets
UiS6 A0;Ai  fhy;MUiS6 A0 ;Aiy S6LA
0;Ai;S6UA0;Ai > jy 2 Y g;
with i  1; . . . ;m:
(iii) We generate B0 in the following way:
B0S6 A0;Ai 
_m
i1
^ UiS6 A0;Ai;Bi
 
:
Note that the inclusion grade indicators of A0 with each of sets Ai,
i  1; . . . ;m, are determined consecutively.
7.4. Characteristics of this algorithm
Proposition 7. In the conditions of the algorithm above,
• MARS6 1 B0S6 A0;Ai6
Wn
i1 Bi;
• MARS6 2 S6 B0S6 A0;Ai;
Wn
i1 Bi
 
  6
Wn
i1 Bi;B
0
S6
A0;Ai
 
6
Vn
i1
 6 Bi;B0S6 A0;Ai;
• MARS6 3 if A0  Aj with 16 j6m, then B0S6 A0;Ai 
Wm
i1;i6j
Bj;^UiS6 A0;Ai;Bi
 
;
• MARS6 4 if A0  Ajc, and Aj or A0 are normal interval-valued fuzzy sets,
then B0S6 A0;Ai 
Wm
i1;i6j ^UiS6 A0;Ai;Bi
 
;
• MARS6 5 if for a value of i  1; . . . ;m, for example for j,
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fxjMA0Lx;MA0U x  1; 1 and MAjLx;MAjUx  0; 0g 6 ;
or
fxjMA0Lx;MA0U x  0; 0 and MAjLx;MAjUx  1; 1g 6 ;;
then B0S6 A0;Ai 
Wm
i1;i6j ^UiS6 A0;Ai;Bi
 
;
• MARS6 6 fixed j verifies
S6LB0S6 A0;Ai;BjP ^
^
i1
_  6LUiS6 A0;Ai;Bj;  6LBi;Bj
 
;
(
^
i1
^  6 LBj;UiS6 A0;Ai;  6LBj;Bi
 )
;
• MARS6 7 B0S6 A0;Ai6
Wm
i1 U
i
S6
A0;Ai;
• MARS6 8 if S6 A0;Ai  0; 1 for each i  1; . . . ;m, then
B0S6 A0;Ai  y;MBS6 0A0;Aiy
*(
 0;
_m
i1
MBiU y
" #+y 2 Y
)
holds.
Remark 4. From the properties MARS6 4 and MARS6 5 we can deduce
that the respective set Bj is eliminated from the point (iii) of the algorithm, we
only need to recall S6 Aj;Aj  1; 1:
The property MARS6 6 expresses the lower extreme of the interval-valued
similarity measure between the conclusion B0S6 and any set Bj of the collection
of sets Bi, (i  1; . . . ;m). Note that with regards to S6U B0S6 A0;Ai;Bj we
cannot assure anything.
Example 6. In the same conditions as in Example 3 we have that the similarity
measuresS6 A0;Ai for gx  x and cx  1ÿ x with i  1; . . . ; 5 are given in
Table 5.
According to (iii) of the algorithm above the conclusion, whose represen-
tation of the membership functions as opposed to those of A0 can be found in
Fig. 18, is given by
Table 5
S6 A0;A1 [0.00, 0.00]
S6 A0;A2 [0.00, 0.06]
S6 A0;A3 [0.00, 0.00]
S6 A0;A4 [0.00, 0.00]
S6 A0;A5 [0.00, 0.00]
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B0US6 A0 ;A
 fhx1; 0; 0i; hx2; 0; 0:06i; hx3; 0; 0:06i; hx4; 0; 0:06i;
hx5; 0; 0:06i; hx6; 0; 0:06i; hx7; 0; 0i; hx8; 0; 0i; hx9; 0; 0i;
hx10; 0; 0i; hx11; 0; 0i; hx12; 0; 0i; hx13; 0; 0i; hx14; 0; 0ig:
8. Comparison and generalization
In this section we present a study of the dierences and similarities between
the methods of the Sections 5 and 7. We also compare our results to those
obtained by means of a classic method of inference in the literature of interval-
valued fuzzy sets, Gorzalczany’s [29]. We will represent as B0 the conclusion
when we talk indistinctly of any of the three methods.
The algorithms in Sections 5, 7, and Gorzalczany’s have the same items (i),
(ii) and (iii). Only item (i) changes, while in the first we use the interval-valued
inclusion grade indicator and in the second the interval-valued similarity
measure, Gorzalczany uses the grade of compatibility between IVFSs:
Taking into account the interval-valued similarity measure that we present
in this paper is obtained from the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator, it
easy to prove that the relation existing between the conclusions B0S6 A0;Ai and
B0 6 A0;Ai is given by:
B0S6 A0;Ai6 ^ B0 6 A0;Ai;B0 6 Ai;A0
 
6B0 6 A0;Ai;
being B0 6 Ai;A0 
Wm
i1 ^Ui 6 Ai;A;Bi
 
:
This inequality makes the conclusion B0S6 A0;Ai be less restrictive than
B0 6 A0;Ai since:
1. If A0 < A, only when we work with  can be assure that the conclusion for
the generalized modus ponens is equal to B, (see GMP 6 2), fulfilling (F1).
2. If A0 < Aj, only when we using  the corresponding Bj participates complete-
ly in the
Wm
i1 of item (iii).
Fig. 18.
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These two considerations are the ones that characterize fundamentally the
algorithm presented with respect to the interval-valued inclusion grade indi-
cator as opposed to, not only the algorithm developed with respect to the in-
terval-valued similarity measure, but Gorzalczany’s algorithm as well. It is
clear that the choice of one algorithm or another will be imposed by the in-
terests of the particular application to be developed in each situation. If we
want the conditional: if A0 < A, then B0  B, to be fulfilled, we will choose the
first algorithm and otherwise the second.
Other important dierences between the tree algorithms are the following:
(a) In the algorithm in Section 5: If A01 < A
0
2, then B
0
 6 A01;A
P B0 6 A02;A holds.
However, in the algorithm in Section 7 we cannot say anything about the
conclusions if A01 < A
0
2.
(b) If A0  Aic and it happens that set Ai or set A0 is normal ( one of the two
or both), then by the algorithm developed in accordance with the interval-
valued similarity measure the corresponding Bi, is eliminated from the
expression presented in item (iii) of said algorithm, (see MARS6 4 and Re-
mark 4).
(c) If A0  Aic and A0 is normal, then by means of the algorithm described in
accordance with the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator the corre-
sponding Bi is eliminated from the expression presented in item (iii) of said
algorithm, (see MAR 6 3 and Remark 2).
(d) In Gorzalczany’s algorithm we manage to eliminate the corresponding
Bi, when A0 \ Ai  ;.
From our point of view, a quality of the proposed algorithms as opposed to
Gorzalczany’s is that since we do not use the compatibility measure defined in
[29], our algorithms do not demand at any time that there be at least one el-
ement x 2 X such that MALx 6 0. That is, Gorzalczany’s algorithm is not
applicable when A0 is the null set.
Among the main similarities between the three algorithms, we will point out
the following:
1. In the three algorithms, if in the generalized modus ponens A0  A, then
B0  B. Therefore in the three cases (F1) stands.
2. B06B for the GMP and B06
Wm
i1 Bi for a system of rules with the three
algorithms.
3. If A0 is identical to some Ai, the respective set Bi enters in its full form into la
expression described in item (iii) of the algorithms, (see GMP 6 1,
MAR 6 3, GMPS6 1 and MARS6 3).
4. If  6 A0;Ai  0; 1  S6 A0;Ai for each i  1; . . . ;m, with both algo-
rithms represented in this paper we obtain the same solution, MARS6 8
and MAR 6 9.
5. For the generalized modus ponens none of the three algorithms maintains
the fuzzy linguistic hedge operators as defined by Zadeh [76,77] (small, very
small, etc), that is, if for example A0  A2 (MA0Lx  M2ALx and
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MA0Ux  M2AU x), generally we cannot say that B0  B2: This is a great in-
convenience of the methodology developed in this paper. Nevertheless, as we
said before, with the algorithm in Section 5, (F2)(i) holds.
6. For the generalized modus ponens, none of the three algorithms satisfies
(F3).
7. The computational complexity, both in time and memory , of the three al-
gorithms is similar. A precise study of this complexity can be found in
[29]. We should point out that the eciency in time of the algorithm in Sec-
tion 5 is slightly higher than the eciency in time of the algorithm presented
in Section 7.
It is possible to make a generalization of Gorzalczany’s algorithm and of
those presented in this paper using any t-norm b and its corresponding t-co-
norm dual a, instead of ‘min’ and ‘max’, so that the conclusion is obtained by
the expression:
B0 6 A0;Ai  a
m
i1
bUi 6 A0;Ai;Bi
 
when we use  6 , or
B0S6 A0;Ai  a
m
i1
bUiS6 A0;Ai;Bi
 
when we use S6 .
However, we have used ^ and _ due to the fact that some of the axioms
demanded of the interval-valued inclusion grade indicators have been given in
accordance with ‘min’ and ‘max’. Nevertheless, a first study of the algorithm in
accordance with any B and a can be found in [3,12].
9. Indicators as selectors
In the previous sections we have presented an algorithm that allows us to
obtain, from the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator for interval-valued
fuzzy sets, the conclusions of the generalized modus ponens as well as a system
of rules. This algorithm has been developed as an example of a possible ap-
plication of said indicator. In this section we propose another application of
the interval-valued indicator, which is that of being the element that selects one
among the methods of obtaining the conclusion of the generalized modus
ponens existing in the literature.
9.1. Classic conditional outline for the choice of a method for the GMP
With respect to the algorithms in Sections 5 and 7, we have said they have
advantages in the generalized modus ponens, for example:
• if A0  A, then B0 6 A0;A  B and B0S6 A0;A  B (Axiom (F1));
• if A0 < A, then B0 6 A0;A  B (Axiom (F1)(i) for the algorithm in Section 5);
and its disadvantages, for example:
• if  6 A0;A  0; 0; then B0 6 A0;A  fhy; 0; 0ijy 2 Y g;
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• if  6 A0;A  0; 0 or  6 A;A0  0; 0; then B0S6 A0;A  fhy; 0; 0ijy 2 Y g.
Evidently, a problem with the algorithms in Sections 5 and 7 is the possi-
bility of obtaining conclusions like:
B0  fhy; 0; 0i jy 2 Y g:
If B 6 fhy; 0; 0i jy 2 Y g, this type of results are obtained when
 6 A0;A  0; 0; that is, if
xjMA0 xf  1; 1 and MAx  0; 0g 6 ;
for the first algorithm or when  6 A0;A  0; 0 or  6 A;A0  0; 0; that
is,
xj MA0 x  1; 1 and MAx  0; 0  or MA0 x  0; 0 and MAxf
 1; 1g 6 ;;
for the second algorithm.
Therefore, in the generalized modus ponens we can have B0 
fhy; 0; 0ijy 2 Y g in situations as dierent as the represented in (a) and (b) of
Fig. 19.
Basically, the dierence between these two figures is that in (a)
A0 ^ A 6 fhx; 0; 0ijx 2 Xg, whereas in (b) A0 ^ A  fhx; 0; 0ijx 2 Xg.
We have said in Section 5 that in this paper we are going to study the
generalized modus ponens using IVFSs and the ideas of Nafarie [42], Go-
rzalczany [29], Baldwin [4] etc., which can be summarized in the two following
steps:
(1) first relate A to A0,
(2) build the consequence B0 using the result of the comparison above and B.
We will carry out step (1) using the inclusion grade indicator of the interval-
valued fuzzy set A0 in A.
Certainly, the solution of GMP: B0  fhy; 0; 0ijy 2 Y g for (b) in Fig. 19 is a
consequence of the methodology developed up to now based on first relating A0
and A (step (1)). Evidently this relation when A0 ^ A  fhx; 0; 0ijx 2 Xg,
should not be given by the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator. Such
indicator in situations like (b), gives little information with regards to the re-
lation existing between A and A0, moreover, the grade of compatibility defined
by Gorzalczany, does not give valid information in these cases,
(CA0;A  0; 0. Thus, if A0 ^ A  fhx; 0; 0ijx 2 Xg, it is not advisable to use
steps (1) and (2). In this situation it is more reasonable to use Zadeh’s com-
positional rule for the GMP.
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For (a) in Fig. 19,  6 A0;A  0; 0 also holds and therefore, the conclusion
of the generalized modus ponens given by the algorithm in Section 5 is
B0 6 A0 ;A  fhy; 0; 0ijy 2 Y g. However, in these conditions A0 ^ A 6fhx; 0; 0ijx 2 Xg, from which we deduce the grade of compatibility defined by
Gorzalczany in [29] dierent from [0,0], (CA0;A 6 0; 0), fact that allows us to
assure that the conclusion by his algorithm, (also based on the idea of steps (1)
and (2)), is not null.
These considerations, along with the desire to obtain solutions for the
generalized modus ponens that maintain the linguistic hedge operators as de-
fined by Zadeh in [76,77], have led us to present the following classic condi-
tional outline, by which we can choose the most advisable method to use in the
generalized modus ponens. In this outline the interval-valued inclusion grade
indicator is the one that selects between the methods to choose from.
To simplify, we employ the following notation: X0  CA0;A  0; 0,
X1   A0;A  1; 1, X2   A;A0  1; 1, X3   A0;A  0; 0 and
X4   A;A0  0; 0,
Fig. 19.
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where C.M. is any method based on Zadeh’s compositional rule (adapted to
IVFSs), (M1) and (M2) are no matter which methods that maintain the lin-
guistic hedges, (it may happen that both methods are the same) and Gorz is
Gorzalczany’s method.
In the conditional outline above, the interval-valued inclusion grade indi-
cator is in the condition ‘If Condition then Action’, for this reason we say that
it acts as ‘selector’ between the methods to employ.
We have made the choice of the conditional outline above for the following
reasons:
(A) As we said before, if A0 ^ A  fhx; 0; 0ijx 2 Xg, then it is not reasonable
to relate A0 and A by means of the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator
nor of Gorzalczany’s compatibility measure. In these cases, the use of the
classical methods based on Zadeh’s compositional rule is imposed. Evident-
ly, any method we use must be adapted to IVFSs [3,11–13]. The use of
CA0;A in this step of the conditional above is due to, as we said in the pre-
liminaries, CA0;A  0; 0 if and only if A0 ^ A  fhx; 0; 0ijx 2 Xg:
(B) If  A0;A  1; 1; then A06A. For example: if A0  An, with
n  1; 2; 3; . . ., (evidently  A0;A  1; 1; then the conditional above se-
lects a method (M1) that will allow us to conclude B0  Bn. That is, if
n  2, then B0 is very B, if n  4, then B0 is very very B, etc. In these con-
ditions the linguistic hedge operators are maintained and therefore, axi-
oms (F1) and (F2)(ii) are met. These two axioms were presented by
Fukami et al. for fuzzy sets, in this paper we are working IVFSs, so it
is necessary to make clear that when we say that axiom (F1) is met: If
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A0  A, then B0  B, we are saying that said axiom is met independently
by the lower extremes and the upper extremes, that is, if A0  A, then
MA0Lx  MALx and MA0U x  MAU x for all x 2 X , then the fulfill-
ment of axiom F 1 for IVFSs means that MB0Ly  MBLy and
MB0Uy  MBU y for all y 2 Y . As for F 2ii such axiom means that
if MA0Lx  M2ALx and MA0U x  M2AU x for all x 2 X , then
MB0Ly  M2BLy and MB0U y  M2BU y for all y 2 Y . (Note that accord-
ing to the conditional outline above, it may happen that A06A and
A0 6 An and also the same method (M1) be used).
(C) If  A0;A 6 1; 1 and  A;A0  1; 1; then A6A0. For example: if
A0  An, with n 2 0; 1, then the outline above selects a method (M2) so that
B0  Bn. Let us point out the case n  1
2
, that is, when A0 is more or less A,
then by method (M2) we have that B0 is more or less B, satisfying axiom
(F3). Like in the item above the fulfillment of (F3) for IVFSs means
that if MA0Lx  M1=2AL x and MA0U x  M1=2AU x for all x 2 X , then
MB0Ly  M1=2BL y and MB0U y  M1=2BU y for all y 2 Y .
(D) If  A0;A 6 1; 1 and  A;A0 6 1; 1; then AiA0 and A0iA, and if it
happens that  A0;A  0; 0; in these conditions we cannot calculate the
conclusion by the algorithm in Sections 5 and 7, for in both cases the result
is fhy; 0; 0ijy 2 Y g. However, if we use Gorzalczany’s algorithm based on
the same methodology as the one developed in Sections 5 and 7, that is, re-
lating first A0 and A, by means of the grade of compatibility between A0 and
A, then we obtain B0 6 fhy; 0; 0ijy 2 Y g. Note that if in these conditions
 A;A0  0; 0 holds, then there exist at least x1; x2 2 X such that
MA0 x1  1; 1;MAx1  0; 0;MAx2  1; 1 and MA0 x2  0; 0 and there-
fore we find ourselves in situations like the ones represented in (a) in Fig. 19.
(E) If  A0;A 6 1; 1;  A;A0 6 1; 1;  A0;A 6 0; 0 and  A;A0  0; 0;
we take the algorithm developed in Section 5 or Gorzalczany’s. In these con-
ditions the choice of one over the other will depend on the particular prob-
lem we are dealing with.
(F) If  A0;A 6 1; 1;  A;A0 6 1; 1;  A0;A 6 0; 0 and  A;A0 6 0; 0;
we take the algorithm developed in V and VII or Gorzalczany’s. As before,
in these conditions the choice of one over the other will depend our on in-
terests at that particular time.
(G) We must point out that in the classical conditional outline above B06B
always stands, except perhaps when A0 ^ A  fhx; 0; 0ijx 2 Xg.
(H) With the conditional outline above, it results that the method chosen
for obtaining the conclusion of the generalized modus ponens when work-
ing with IVFSs is such that on the one hand the lower extremes of
the membership intervals and on the other the upper extremes satisfy ax-
ioms (F1), (F2) (ii) and F(3). However, we can say nothing about axiom
(F4):
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Either
i If A0  Ac; then B0  Y from not A ignorance follows
or
ii If A0  Ac; then B0  Bc:
8<:
From our point of view, for interval-valued fuzzy sets, the conclusion for which
we can say that we have ‘total lack of information’ is that which for each el-
ement, its membership interval is [0,1]. In these conditions we do not have
knowledge relative to the degree of membership of each element to the set. For
this reason we consider that with IVFSs, axiom (F4) should not be demanded.
Nevertheless we must keep in mind that for fuzzy sets this axiom has caused
great controversies, beginning with the choice of (F4)(i) or (F4)(ii), (see Dubois
and Prade [21]). On the other hand if sets A and A0 are crisp sets and A0  Ac,
then A0 ^ A  fhx; 0; 0ijx 2 Xg and therefore, we obtain the conclusion by
C.M.
Fig. 20 represents the conditional outline above, where the interval-valued
inclusion grade indicator appears as selector of the method to be used.
9.2. A possible method (M1) or (M2)
With regards to methods (M1) and (M2) we have to point out that we can
use any of the ones existing in the literature of fuzzy sets that maintain the
linguistic terms (small, very small, etc.), for example those presented by Na-
farieh and Keller [42] or those studied in [14,45].
Next we present in six items a possible (M1) for interval-valued fuzzy sets
(this method can be taken in the conditional outline above as method (M2)):
(i) By means of the method of least squares, approximate the lower extremes
of the membership intervals to set A to functions of type a1xb1 , so that we
can write M ~ALx  a1xb1 .
(ii) To do the same as the item above with the lower extremes of the mem-
bership intervals to set A0, that is, MeA0Lx  a01xb01 .
(iii) Take x of M ~AL  a1xb1 and substitute in MeA0L  a01xb01 , that is,
M 0~AL 
a01
a
b0
1
=b1
1
M
b0
1
=b1
~AL
(with b1 6 0).
(iv) Build fuzzy set
K1  y;MK1y
*(
 min 1; a
0
1
ab10=b11
M b10=b1BL y
 !+y 2 Y
)
:
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(v) Repeat the four steps above for the upper extreme so that:
K2  y;MK2y
*(
 min 1; a
0
2
ab20=b22
M b20=b2BU y
 !+y 2 Y
)
:
(vi) Build conclusion B0 as follows
B0  fhy;MB0 y  minMK1y;MK2y;maxMK1y;MK2yijy 2 Y g:
Fig. 20.
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Now, for convenience we take the universes of discourse as follows:
1 X  fx1; . . . ; xng; Y  fy1; . . . ; ymg;
2 xi; yj;2 0; 1 for all i  1; . . . ; n; j  1; . . . ;m;
3 xi < xi1 and yj < yj1 for all i; j:
We carry out the approximation indicated in the item (i) resolving the fol-
lowing linear algebraic equations:
nLn a1 
Pn
i1
ln xi
 
b1 
Pn
i1
Ln MALxi;Pn
i1
Ln xi
 
Ln a1 
Pn
i1
Ln2 xi
 
b1 
Pn
i1
Ln xiLn MALxi
7
obtained from taking logarithms in the expression MALxi  a1xb1i and apply-
ing the method of least squares. In the construction of Eq. (7) we do not take into
account elements like MALxi  0, that is, these elements are ignored in order to
obtain the systems of linear algebraic Eq. (7).
Theorem 7. Let p 2 R [ f0g and let A 2 IVFSsX . In the conditions above,
(of the six item method), if A0  Ap, then B0  Bp:
In the conditions of Theorem 7, like p P 0 functions are increasing, then for
all y 2 Y , since MBLy6MBU y, we have MB0Ly  MpBLy6MpBU y  MB0U
y, therefore
MB0Ly  minMK1y;MK2y  MpBLy;
MB0U y  maxMK1y;MK2y  MpBU y:
Example 7. Let us consider the referential sets X  Y  fx1  0:1; x2  0:2; . . . ;
x9  0:9; x10  1:0g; and let A and B be as follows:
A  fhx1; 1:0; 1:0i; hx2; 0:17; 0:8i; hx3; 0:06; 0:6i; hx4; 0:0; 0:4i;
hx5; 0:0; 0:2i; hx6; 0:0; 0:0i; hx7; 0:0; 0:0i; hx8; 0:0; 0:0i;
hx9; 0:0; 0:0i; hx10; 0:0; 0:0ig;
B  fhx1; 0:0; 0:0i; hx2; 0:5; 0:55i; hx3; 0:86; 0:87i; hx4; 0:90; 1:0i;
hx5; 0:68; 0:70i; hx6; 0:50; 0:50i; hx7; 0:34; 0:40i; hx8; 0:25; 0:30i;
hx9; 0:15; 0:20i; hx10; 0:0; 0:0ig:
If A0 is given by (Fig. 21)
A0  A2  fhx1; 1:0; 1:0i; hx2; 0:03; 0:64i; hx3; 0:003; 0:36i; hx4; 0:0; 0:16i;
hx5; 0:0; 0:04i; hx6; 0:0; 0:0i; hx7; 0:0; 0:0i; hx8; 0:0; 0:0i;
hx9; 0:0; 0:0i; hx10; 0:0; 0:0ig;
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it seems evident that the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator of A0  A2 in
A is  A0;A  1; 1; then by the conditional outline above we apply a method
(M1) that will maintain the linguistic hedge operators as defined by Zadeh
[76,77], for example the six item method developed above.
We carry out the approximation indicated in item (i) resolving the following
linear algebraic Eq. (7). For the lower extremes of the intervals of set A above
we have a1  0:003 and b1  ÿ2:51.
By item (ii), that is, resolving (7) for the lower extremes of the membership
intervals of set A0, we have a01  0:0032 and b01  ÿ5:02. From item (iii) and
item (iv) we build
K1  fhy;MK1y  1 M2BLyijy 2 Y g
 fhy1; 0:0i; hy2; 0:25i; hy3; 0:74i; hy4; 0:81i; hy5; 0:46i; hy6; 0:25i; hy7; 0:11i;
hy8; 0:065i; hy9; 0:02i; hy10; 0:0ig:
We apply item (v) so that we obtain: a2  0:155111, b2  ÿ0:900814,
a02  0:02 and b02  ÿ1:82, and therefore
K2  fhy;MK2y  1 M2BU yijy 2 Y g
 fhy1; 0:0i; hy2; 0:30i; hy3; 0:76i; hy4; 1:0i; hy5; 0:49i; hy6; 0:25i; hy7; 0:16i;
hy8; 0:09i; hy9; 0:04i; hy10; 0:0ig;
by item (vi) we have the following conclusion: (Fig. 22)
B0  B2  fhx  y1; 0:0; 0:0i; hy2; 0:25; 0:30i; hy3; 0:74; 0:76i;
hy4; 0:81; 1:0i; hy5; 0:46; 0:49i; hy6; 0:25; 0:25i; hy7; 0:11; 0:16i;
hy8; 0:065; 0:09i; hy9; 0:02; 0:04i; hy10; 0:0; 0:0ig:
The advantages and disadvantages as well as the conditions to be satisfied in
order to apply the six item method, (i.e., a1 6 0, b1 6 0; . . .), are found studied
for fuzzy sets in [14]. It is important to say that the primary and fundamental
disadvantage of the six item method is the following: to approximate the
Fig. 21.
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membership functions ML and MU to axb type functions, it should be noticed that
axb type functions are monotone. If ML or MU are not monotone, the approximate
between ML and MU and axb using the method of least squares is unreasonable. In
this case, the six item method must be improved, and it will be necessary to use
another method (M1), as for example Nafarie and Keller’s method [42].
Lastly, we have to indicate that the six item method is one of the many that
exist in the literature relative to maintaining the linguistic terms. As always, the
use of one method or another will be imposed by the needs in each particular
case. For this reason, in the conditional outline above we have pointed out the
importance of the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator for IVFSs as se-
lector of dierent methods, without specifying in each case which we are to
choose, ((M1) and (M2) are no matter which, not necessarily the six item
method above). Similar considerations are valid when  A0;A 6 1; 1;  A0;A
6 1; 1;  A0;A 6 0; 0 and  A;A0 6 0; 0 leads us to take conclusions
B0 6 A0 ;A, B
0
S6 A0 ;A or Gorzalczany’s. Evidently, in these conditions these are the
only possible methods to use [15]. Therefore, the conclusion can be obtained by
methods dierent from the ones in Sections 5 and 7.
10. Conclusions
The main objectives of this paper have been:
(a) To study and justify the axiom that we think must verify the inclusion
grade indicators for interval-valued fuzzy sets.
(b) To present an expression of said indicator.
(c) To show some applications of the indicator.
The desire to justify axioms like the first one and to show an application of
the interval-valued inclusion grade indicators has led us to develop a method of
inference in approximate reasoning based on IVFSs and on the interval-valued
inclusion grade indicator for these sets.
Fig. 22.
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Basing ourselves on the works of Sinha and Dougherty for fuzzy sets we
have presented a set of nine axioms for the inclusion grade indicator for in-
terval-valued fuzzy sets. The justification of each of them has been made,
sometimes while exposing the axioms and at times (like for example demanding
that the indicator be an interval), by means of the study of a method of in-
ference in approximate reasoning based on IVFSs:
On the other hand, like Sinha, and Dougherty and De Baets and Kerre, we
have presented an expression for the interval-valued inclusion grade indicator.
The main advantage of this expression is that we can generate interval-valued
inclusion grade indicators from the same continuous and strictly increasing
functions (that is, continuous and strictly increasing functions g : 0; 1 ! 0; 1
such that g0  0 and g1  1) such that generate involutive fuzzy comple-
mentations (see Trillas [61]).
Besides, from inclusion grade indicators we have obtained an expression for
the similarity measure for IVFSs. Therefore, from the same functions that
generate fuzzy complementations we can also build similarity measures for
interval-valued fuzzy sets.
As an example of a possible application of the indicators we have presented
two algorithms for obtaining the conclusion of the generalized modus ponens
and a system of rules. These algorithms have their advantages and disadvan-
tages, it is the later that have led us to use these indicators as elements that
allow us to select the method to carry out at each time.
We conclude saying that the fact of working with interval-valued fuzzy sets
and not fuzzy sets does not lessen generality from the developments made in
the paper, but just the opposite, for everything exposed in this paper is valid for
fuzzy sets as well by just taking intervals with amplitude 0. Having this ob-
jective in mind has lead us to impose Axiom 4.
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Appendix A. Proof of key displayed results
Proof of Proposition 1.
(i) )  A;B  1, then for all x 2 X , 16 1ÿ glAx  glBx, then
glAx6 glBx, since g is strictly increasing lAx6 lBx for all x 2 X .
( If A6B, then lAx6 lBx for all x 2 X , since g is strictly increasing we
have glAx6 glBx therefore 16 1ÿ glAx  glBx for all x 2 X ,
then  A;B  1.
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(ii) ) If  A;B  0, then there is at least one x 2 X such that
1ÿ glAx  glBx  0, therefore glAx  1 glBx, then glBx
 0 and glAx  1, therefore lAx  1 and lBx  0.
( Since there is at least one x 2 X such that lAx  1 and lBx  0, we
have glAx  1 and glBx  0, therefore for that x we have 0  1
ÿglA x  glBx, then  A;B  0.
(iii) If B6C, then lBx6 lCx for all x 2 X , therefore glBx6 glCx,
then gclAx  glBx6 gclAx  glCx for all x 2 X , then
 A;B6 A;C.
(iv) If B6C, then lBx6 lCx, therefore clCx6 clBx, since g is
strictly increasing we have gclCx6 gclBx, then gclCx
glA x6 gclBx  glAx, for all x 2 X , therefore  C;A6 B;A.
(v)
 Bc;Ac  Inf
x2X
^ 1; gcclBxf  gclAxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; gclAxf  glBxg   A;B:
Hereinafter in the demonstrations of the following items we will use h_;^; ci
is dual with respect to any fuzzy complement, besides since gis strictly in-
creasing, then g^a; b  ^ga; gb and g_a; b  _ga; gb being
a; b 2 0; 1.
(vi)  B _ C;A
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; gc_lBx; lCxf  glAxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; g^clBx; clCxf  glAxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^gclBx; gclCxf  glAxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^gclBxf  glAx; gclCx  glAxg
 Inf
x2X
^ ^ 1; gclBxf  glAx;^1; gclCx
 glAxg; by Theorem 0
 ^ Inf
x2X
^ 1; gclBxf

 glAxg; Infx2X ^ 1; gclCxf
 glAxg

 ^  B;A;  C;A :
(vii) Similar to the one above.
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(viii)  A;B _ C
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; gclAxf  g_lBx; lCxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; gclAxf  _glBx; glCxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;_gclAxf  glBx; gclAx  glCxg
 Inf
x2X
_ ^ 1; gclAxf  glBx;^1; gclAx  glCxg;
by 1
P _ Inf
x2X
^ 1; gclAxf

 glBxg; Infx2X ^ 1; gclAxf
 glCxg

 _  A;B;  A;C :
(ix) Similar to the one above. 
Proof of Proposition 2.
i 
_n
i1
Ai;B
 !
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; g c
_n
i1
lAix
 ! ! (
 glBx
!)
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; g
n^
i1
clAix
 ! (
 glBx
!)
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;
n^
i1
gclAix
ÿ  (  glBx
!)
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;
n^
i1
gclAix
ÿ (  glBx
!)
 Inf
x2X
n^
i1
^ 1; gclAix
ÿÿ(  glBx
)

n^
i1
Inf
x2X
^ 1; gclAix
ÿ  glBx	

n^
i1
 Ai;B:
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(ii) Similar to the one carried out in the item above.
iii  A;
_n
i1
Bi
 !
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; gclAx
 (
 g
_n
i1
lBix
 !!)
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; gclAx
 (

_n
i1
glBix
ÿ !)
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;
_n
i1
gclAx
ÿ (  glBix
!)
 Inf
x2X
_n
i1
^ 1; gclAx
ÿÿ(  glBix
)
P
_n
i1
Inf
x2X
^ 1; gclAx
ÿ  glBix	

_n
i1
 A;Bi:
(iv) Similar to the one carried out in the item above. 
Proof of Theorem 2.
Axiom 1. Evidently  6 LA;B6 6 U A;B for all A;B 2 IVFSsX .
Axiom 2. )  6 A;B  1; 1; then  6 LA;B  1 and obviously
 6 U A;B  1, therefore we only need to keep in mind that  6 LA;B  1. Then
16 ^ gcMALx  gMBLx; gcMAU x  gMBU x;
therefore 16 1ÿ gMALx  gMBLx and 16 1ÿ gMAU x  gMBU x,
since g is strictly increasing we have MALx6MBLx and MAU x6MBU x for
all x 2 X .
( If A6B, then MALx6MBLx and MAU x6MBU x, therefore since g is
strictly increasing we have gMALx6 gMBLx and gMAU x6 gMBU x,
that is, 16 1ÿ gMALx  gMBLx and 16 1ÿ gMAU x  gMBU x,
then 16 gcMALx  gMBLx and 16 gcMAU x  gMBU x, there-
fore  6 LA;B  1 and obviously  6 U A;B  1, that is,  A;B  1; 1:
Axiom 3.)  6 A;B  0; 0; then  6U A;B  0, that is, there is at least
one x 2 X such that
_ gcMALx  gMBLx; gcMAU x  gMBU x  0;
therefore gcMALx  gMBLx  0 and gcMAU x  gMBU x  0,
keeping in mind the conditions imposed on g we have: gcMALx  0,
gMBLx  0, gcMAU x  0 and gMBU x  0, therefore we have that
MALx  1, MBLx  0, MAU x  1, MBU x  0. Therefore MALx;MAU x 
1; 1 and MBLx;MBU x  0; 0:
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(Now fxjMALx;MAU x  1; 1; and MBLx;MBU x  0; 0g 6 ;, then
gcMALx  gMBLx  gc1  g0  g0  g0  0;
gcMAU x  gMBU x  gc1  g0  g0  g0  0;
therefore  6LA;B  0 and  6UA;B  0, that is,  A;B  0; 0:
Axiom 4. If A and B are fuzzy sets, then MALx  MAU x and
MBLx  MBU x for all x 2 X , then gcMALx  gMBLx  gcMAU x
 gMBU x, therefore
^ gcMALx  gMBLx; gcMAU x  gMBU x
 _ gcMALx  gMBLx; gcMAU x  gMBU x;
then  6 LA;B   6 U A;B:
Axiom 5. Since Bc  fhx; cMBU x; cMBLxijx 2 Xg, Ac  fhx; cMAU
x; cMAL xijx 2 Xg and c is involutive fuzzy complement, we have
that
 6 LBc;Ac  Infx2X ^ 1;^ gccMBU x  gcMAU x;f
gccMBLx  gcMALxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ gMBU x  gcMAU x;f
gMBLx  gcMALxg
  6 LA;B;
 6U Bc;Ac  Infx2X ^ 1;_ gccMBU xf  gcMAU x;
gccMBLx  gcMALxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;_ gMBU x  gcMAU x;f
gMBLx  gcMALxg
  6U A;B:
Axiom 6. If B6C, then MBLx6MCLx and MBU x6MCU x for all x 2 X ,
since g is strictly increasing we have gMBLx6 gMCLx and gMBU x
6 gMCU x, therefore
 6 LA;B  Infx2X ^ 1;^ gcMALxf  gMBLx; gcMAU x
 gMBU xg
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6 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ gcMALxf  gMCLx;
gcMAU x  gMCU xg
  6LA;C:
In a similar way we prove that  6UA;B6 6UA;C:
Axiom 7. Since B6C, then MBLx6MCLx and MBU x6MCU x, besides
cMBLxP cMCLx and cMBU xP cMCU x for all x 2 X . Since g is
strictly increasing we have gcMBLxP gcMCLx and gcMBU x
P gcMCU x, therefore
 6 LC;A  Infx2X ^ 1;^ gcMCLxf  gMALx; gcMCU x
 gMAU xg
6 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ gcMBLxgMALx;f
gcMBU x  gMAU xg
  6LB;A;
 6U C;A  Infx2X ^ 1;_ gcMCLxf  gMALx; gcMCU x
 gMAU xg
6 Inf
x2X
^ 1;_ gcMBLxf  gMALx;
gcMBU x  gMAU xg
  6 U B;A:
Axiom 8.
 6 LA;B _ C  Infx2X ^ 1;^ gcMALxf  g_MBLx;MCLx;
gcMAU x  g_MBU x;MCU xg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ gcMALxf  _gMBLx; gMCLx;
gcMAU x  _gMBU x; gMCU xg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ _ gcMALxf  gMBLx; gcMALx
 gMCLx;_gcMAU x  MBU x; cMAU x
 gMCU xg:
By (1) we have that
P Inf
x2X
^ 1;_ ^ gcMALxf  gMBLx; gcMAU x  gMBU x;
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^gcMALx  gMCLx; gcMAU x  gMCU xg
 Inf
x2X
_ ^ 1;^ gcMALxff  gMBLx; gcMAU x
P _ Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ gcMALx  gMBLx;f

gcMAU x  gMBU xg; Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ gcMALxf
gMCLx; gcMAU x  gMCU xg
 _  6LA;B;  6LA;C :
 6U A;B _ C  Infx2X ^ 1;_ gcMALxf  g_MBLx;MCLx;
gcMAU x  g_MBU x;MCU xg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;_ gcMALxf  _gMBLx; gMCLx;
gcMAU x  _gMBU x; gMCU xg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;_ _ gcMALxf  gMBLx; gcMALx
gMCLx;_gcMAU x  gMBU x;
gcMAU x  gMCU xg:
By Theorem 0 we have that
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;_ _ gcMALxf  gMBLx; gcMAU x
 gMBU x;_gcMALx  gMCLx; gcMAU x
 gMCU xg
 Inf
x2X
_ ^ 1;_ gcMALxff  gMBLx; gcMAU x
 gMBU x ^ 1;_ gcMALx  gMCLx; gcMAU x
 gMCU xgg
P _ Inf
x2X
^ 1;_ gcMALxf

 gMBLx;gcMAU x  gMBU xg;
Inf
x2X
^ 1;_ gcMALxf  gMCLx;gcMAU x
gMCU xg

 _  6U A;B;  6U A;C :
Axiom 9. Similar to the one carried out in Axiom 8. 
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Proof of Corollory 1.
i  6 L
_n
i1
Ai;B
 !
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ g c
_n
i1
MAiLx
 ! !  (
 gMBLx; g c
_n
i1
MAiU x
 ! !
 gMBU xg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ g
n^
i1
cMAiLx
 !  (
 gMBLx; g
n^
i1
cMAiUx
 !
 gMBU xg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^
n^
i1
gcMAiLx
  (
 gMBLx;
n^
i1
gcMAiU x
 gMBU x
!!)
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^
n^
i1
gcMAiLx
  (
 gMBLx;
n^
i1
gcMAiU x
 gMBU x
!!)
:
By Theorem 0 we have
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;
n^
i1
^ gcMAiLx
   (
 gMBLx; gcMAiU x
 gMBU x
!!!)
 Inf
x2X
n^
i1
^ 1;^ gcMAiLx
   (
 gMBLx; gcMAiU x
 gMBU x
!!!)
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
n^
i1
Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ gcMAiLx
  ( 
 gMBLx; gcMAiU x
 gMBU x
!!)!

n^
i1
 6 LAi;B:
 6U
_n
i1
Ai;B
 !
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;_ g c
_n
i1
MAiLx
 ! !  (
 gMBLx; g c
_n
i1
MAiU x
 ! !
 gMBU x
!!)
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;_ g
n^
i1
cMAiLx
 !  (
 gMBLx; g
n^
i1
cMAiUx
 !
 gMBU x

 Inf
x2X
^ 1;_
n^
i1
gcMAiLx
  (
 gMBLx;
n^
i1
gcMAiU x
 gMBU x
!!)
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;_
n^
i1
gcMAiLx
  (
 gMBLx;
n^
i1
gcMAiU x
 gMBU x
!!)
:
By Theorem 0 we have
6 Inf
x2X
^ 1;
n^
i1
_ gcMAiLx
   (
 gMBLx; gcMAiU x
 gMBU x
!!!)
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 Inf
x2X
n^
i1
^ 1;_ gcMAiLx
   (
 gMBLx; gcMAiU x
 gMBU x
!!!)

n^
i1
Inf
x2X
^ 1;_ gcMAiLx
  ( 
 gMBLx; gcMAiU x
 gMBU x
!!)!

n^
i1
 6U Ai;B:
In a similar way we can prove (ii), (iii) and (iv). 
Proof of Theorem 3. (i) We know that if A  B, then MALx6MBLx6
MBU x6MAU x for all x 2 X , besides gMALx6 gMBLx6 gMBU x
6 gMAU x, then gcMALx  gMBLx  1ÿ gMALx  gMBLxP 1
and gcMAU x  gMBU x  1ÿ gMAU x  gMBU x6 1, in these
conditions:
 6 LA;B  Infx2X ^ 1;^ gcMALxf  gMBLx; gcMAU x
 gMBU xg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ 1f ÿ gMALx  gMBLx; 1ÿ gMAU x
 gMBU xg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; gcMAU xf  gMBU xg:
In a similar way we prove that  6 U A;B  1:
(ii) We only need to keep in mind the definitions of  6 LA;B and
 6 U A;B, that MALx6MAU x6MBLx6MBU x for all x 2 X and that g is
strictly increasing. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Corollory 2. (i) Since  6U A;B  1 we have that for all x 2 X is
verified that
_ gcMALx  gMBLx; gcMAU x  gMBU xP 1:
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Besides  6LA;B  0, therefore there is at least one x 2 X such that
^ gcMALx  gMBLx; gcMAU x  gMBU x  0;
for that x 2 X two things can happen
(1) gcMALx  gMBLx  0  1ÿ gMALx  gMBLx, then MALx
 1 (therefore MAU x  1) and MBLx  0. Since also _ gcMALx
gMBLx; gcMAU x  gMBU xP 1, then we have gcMAU x
gMBU x  1ÿ gMAU x  gMBU x  1ÿ g1 gMBU x  gMBU
xP 1, then MBU x  1, therefore in this case MAx  1; 1 and MBx
 0; 1.
(2) gcMAU x  gMBU x  0  1ÿ gMAU x  gMBU x, then MAU
x  1 and MBU x  0 (therefore MBLx  0). Since also
_ gcMALx  gMBLx; gcMAU x  gMBU xP 1;
then we have gcMALx  gMBLx  1ÿ gMALx  gMBLx  1ÿ g
MALx  g0P 1, then MALx  0, therefore in this case MAx  0; 1 and
MBx  0; 0:
(ii) Similar to the one above.
(iii)
 6 LA;Ac  Infx2X ^ 1;^ gcMALxf  gcMAU x; gcMAU x
 gcMALxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; gcMALxf  gcMAU xg;
 6U A;Ac  Infx2X ^ 1;_ gcMALxf  gcMAU x; gcMAU x
 gcMALxg
 Inf
x2X
^ 1; gcMALxf  gcMAU xg   6 LA;Ac:
(iv) We only need to recall Axiom 3 and the item above.
(v) Similar to the demonstration in (ii).
(vi) We only need to recall Axiom 3 and the item above.
(vii) If B  fhx;MBx  0; 0ijx 2 Xg, then for each A 2 IVFSsX  we have
 6 L A;B  Infx2X ^ 1;^ gcMALxf  g0; gcMAU x  g0g
 Inf
x2X
^ 1;^ gcMALx; gcMAU x  f g;
since MALx6MAU x for all x 2 X and cMALxP cMAU x, then
 6 LA;B  Infx2X ^ 1; gcMALx f g  Infx2X gcMAU x:
In a similar way  6U A;B  Infx2X gcMALx is proven. 
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Proof of Proposition 3.
• GMP 6 1 If A0  A, then  6 A0;A  1; 1; therefore by item (iii) of the
algorithm B0 6 A0 ;A  B:
• GMP 6 2 If A0 < A, then  6 A0;A  1; 1; therefore U 6 A0;A 
fhy;MU 6 A0 ;A y  1; 1ijy 2 Y g; then B0 6 A0;A  ^U 6 A0 ;A; B  B:
• GMP 6 3 Since B0 6 A0 ;A  ^U 6 A0;A;B, we have that: B0 6 A0 ;A6B:
• GMP 6 4 Since A016A02 by Axiom 7, we have  6 A01;AP 6 A02;A. By
items (ii) and (iii) from algorithm we have B0 6 A10;AP B
0
 6 A20;A:
• GMP 6 5 If A0 is a normal interval-valued fuzzy set, then there is at least
one x 2 X such that MA0 x  1; 1; since A0  Ac, then MAx  0; 0; by Ax-
iom 3 we have  A0;A  0; 0; therefore by items (ii) and (iii) we have
B0 6 A10;A  fhy; 0; 0ijy 2 Y g:
• GMP 6 6 Evident.
• GMP 6 7 We only need to keep in mind item (v) of Corollary 2.
• GMP 6 8 Consequence of item (i) of Theorem 3. 
Proof of Proposition 4.
• MAR 6 1 We only need to recall ^Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;Bi6Bi with i  1; . . . ;m:
• MAR 6 2 Consequence of Axiom 2.
• MAR 6 3 If A0  Ajc is normal, then there is at least one x 2 X such that
MA0 x  1; 1; then MAjx  0; 0; then by Axiom 3 we have
 6 A0  Ajc;Aj  0; 0:
• MAR 6 4 Consequence of Axiom 3, due to  6 A0;Aj  0; 0:
• MAR 6 5
B0 6 A0;Ai 
_m
i1
^ Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;Bi
 
6
_m
i1
Ui 6 A0 ;Ai
 

_m
i1
y;MUi
 6 A0 ;Ai
y

  6 A0;Ai
y 2 Y
 y;
_m
i1
MUi
 6 A0 ;Ai
y
*(

_m
i1
 6 A0;Ai
ÿ +y 2 Y
)
by Corollary 1
6 y;M
U
_
i
Ai
 6 A0 ;Ai
y
*8<:   6 A0;_m
i1
Ai
 !+y 2 Y
9=; U_i Ai 6 A0;Ai:
• MAR 6 6We only need to recall item (i) of Corollary 1 and item (ii) of the
algorithm.
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• MAR 6 7
B0 6 A0;Ai 
_m
i1
^ Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;Bi
 
6 ^
_m
i1
Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;
_m
i1
Bi
 !
6
_m
i1
Ui 6 A0 ;Ai:
• MAR 6 8 In accordance with Axiom 6, if Am6Amÿ16    6A26A1, then
 6 A0;Am6 6 A0;Amÿ16    6 6 A0;A26 6 A0;A1;
therefore
Um 6 A0 ;Ai6U
mÿ1
 6 A0 ;Ai6    6U2 6 A0 ;Ai6U1 6 A0 ;Ai;
then
Wm
i1
Ui 6 A0;Ai  U1 6 A0 ;Ai, besides
B0 6 A0;Ai 
_m
i1
^ Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;Bi
 
6 ^
_m
i1
Ui 6 A0 ;Ai;
_m
i1
Bi
 !
 ^ U1 6 A0 ;Ai;
_m
i1
Bi
 !
:
• MAR 6 9 Evident. 
Proof of Theorem 5. It is easy to see that this expression satisfies properties (i),
(ii) and (iii). But we have to prove (iv) here.
Since A6B6C, then
SA;B  b A;B;  B;A  b1; 1;  B;A
 b1;  LB;A; b1; UB;A   LB;A; U B;A
  B;A;
SA;C  b A;C;  C;A  b1; 1;  C;A
 b1;  LC;A; b1; U C;A   LC;A; UC;A
  C;A
by Axiom 7 we have SA;C   C;A6 B;A  SA;B:
SB;C  b B;C;  C;B  b1; 1;  C;B
 b1;  LC;B; b1; U C;B   LC;B; UC;B
  C;B;
SA;C  b A;C;  C;A  b1; 1;  C;A
 b1;  LC;A; b1; U C;A   LC;A; UC;A
  C;A
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by Axiom 6 we have SB;C   C;BP C;A  SA;C:
(v) By Axiom 4 it is evident. 
Proof of Proposition 5. We only need to keep in mind Axioms 2 and 3. 
Proof of Theorem 6.
(i) )
S6 A;Ac  ^ 6 A;Ac;  6 Ac;A
 ^ 6 LA;Ac;  6 LAc;A;^ 6U A;Ac;  6UAc;A
 0; 0;
therefore
^ 6 LA;Ac;  6 LAc;A  0
and
^ 6U A;Ac;  6UAc;A  0;
by Corollary 2 we know that
 6LA;Ac   6U A;Ac  Inf
x2X
^ 1; gcMALxf  gcMAU xg
and
 6LAc;A   6U Ac;A  Inf
x2X
^ 1; gMALxf  gMAU xg;
then
^ 6 LA;Ac;  6 LAc;A  ^ 6U A;Ac;  6U Ac;A  0
in these conditions two things can happen:
(1)  6U A;Ac  0  Infx2X ^ 1; gcMALx  gcMAU x f g, then
there is at least one x 2 X such that MALx  1  MAU x, therefore A is
normal.
(2)  6U Ac;A  0  Infx2X ^ 1; gMALx  gMAU x f g; then there is
at least one x 2 X such that MALx  0  MAU x, therefore Ac is normal.
( Evident keeping in mind Corollary 2 and that g : 0; 1 ! 0; 1 is a
continuous and strictly increasing function such that g0  0 and g1  1.
(ii) ) S6 A;B  ^ 6 LA;B;  6 LB;A;^ 6U A;B;  6U B;A
 1; 1; therefore
^ 6 LA;B;  6 LB;A  1
and
^ 6U A;B;  6UB;A  1
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since the maximum value  6L and  6U can take is one, then we have
 6 LA;B   6LB;A  1 and  6U A;B   6U B;A  1, therefore
 A;B  1; 1; then by Axiom 2 we have that A6B and since  B;A  1; 1;
then by Axiom 2 B6A holds, therefore A  B.
( If A  B, then by Axiom 2,  6 A;B  1; 1 and  6 B;A  1; 1,
therefore S6 A;B  ^ A;B;  B;A  ^1; 1;^1; 1  1; 1.
(iii) We only need to recall item (ii) of Theorem 3.
(iv) Similar to the one carried out in item (i) of Corollary 2. 
Proof of Proposition 6.
Similar to the one carried out in Proposition 3 keeping in mind the definition
and properties of the interval-valued similarity measure. 
Proof of Proposition 7. We only need to recall Axiom 1, Corollary 1 and
Axiom 9. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let A0;A 2 IVFSsX  we will represent as M ~ALxi  a1xb1i
and MeA0Lxi  a01xb10i the approximations obtained of the lower extremes by the
method of least squares when we approximate to functions of the type axb.
From (7) we deduce that:
nLn a01 
Xn
i1
Ln xi
 !
b01 
Xn
i1
Ln MA0Lxi 
Xn
i1
Ln MpALxi
 p
Xn
i1
Ln MALxi
 pnLn a1  p
Xn
i1
Ln xi
 !
b1; 8
Xn
i1
Ln xi
 !
Ln a01 
Xn
i1
Ln2 xi
 !
b01 
Xn
i1
Ln xiLn MA0Lxi

Xn
i1
Ln xiLn M
p
ALxi  p
Xn
i1
Ln xiLn MALxi
 p
Xn
i1
Ln xi
 !
Ln a1  p
Xn
i1
Ln2 xi
 !
b1: 9
Solving in (8) we have
Ln
a01
ap1
 
Pn
i1 Ln xip  b1 ÿ b01
n
;
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from (9) we haveXn
i1
Ln xi
 !
Ln
a01
ap1

Xn
i1
Ln2 xi
 !
p  b1 ÿ b01;
substituting Ln a0=ap in this expression and taking into account that
Xn
i1
Ln xi
 !2
ÿ n
Xn
i1
Ln2 xi
 !
6 0;
we have b01  p  b1 and a01  ap1, therefore
b01
b1
 p and a
0
1
a
b0
1
=b1
1
 a
0
1
ap1
 a
p
1
ap1
 1:
The upper extremes are proven in a similar way. 
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